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THE thermometer
dropped last night to
29 degrees; maximum
yesterday was 67 degrees.
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ON MAY 16

should be no immediate break in the
Mexican situation.

THEY ALSO REQUEST FOREIGN
NATIONS TO ASK WILSON NOT
1

TO IMPOSE HARD CONDITIONS

ill

ALL
It is said here this order will have
resia serious effect on the Mexican
dents of mining campp in Sanora, who CONVICTELhave been thrown out of work by the
WILL EE
The food
closing of the properties.
supplies In the camps near the border
are said to be extremely limited, and
the foreign companion probably will
replenish, them at present
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No More Confiscation
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WAR ON BORDER
Calif., April 29.

Three
field 'pieces, against the Americans'
two were mounted by the Mexican
garrison at Mexicali last night about
three quarters- of a mile from, the, emplacements guns in the fortification
of the United States regulars, accord:!
Ing to reports received today.
It has been known that the Mexicans bad constructed breastworks,
but the fact that they also had field
pieces had not ben discovered. Americana familiar with .the military
at Mexicali say the Mexican
commander has carried out an extensive program of enlistment In Impe
rial Valley on theoAnwiiiftvifclepf
the line. Many Mexican laborers have
gone to Mexicali as soldiers, strength
ening the garrison there materially.
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Oachine Gr:i Operated by Defenders Fails

29.
Chihuahua. Mex., April
property belonging to foreigners
territory held by the constitutionalists
will be1 confiscated in the future, acUnited
pril 29. The
Chicago,
cording to a, satement issued today States circuit; court of appeals today
The
by the Carranza administration.
granted the pillion of the government
statement also declared none had been for a rehearinj of the appeals of Olat
confiscated In the past, with the ex- A. Tveitmoe, Richard II. Houlihan and
ception of that belonging to Spaniards, William Bernhardt, labor leaders conSTREET
BRISK BATTLE BBEAKS IN
It was painted out that this- always victed in thei dynamite conspiracy
RAILROAD COMPLIES
CONTINUE
con
REBELS
of
theIIEANTIIIE
the
had
been
policy
IN THE
trials In Indianapolis and granted a
Santa Fie; April 29. The Denver and
stitutionalists and that in the future new trial by tbe court of appeals.
Rio Grande railroad notified the state
where seizure had been made under
The court lso directed that
corporation commission today that it National Guardsman Is Shot in the Leg, But no Other Casualties
a misapprehension, restitution would ments on the
a
for
rehearing
will comply with the petition of the
of
the
Be
Possession
in
the
City
They Report That They Expect to
Occur
Gunsand Ammunition Are Plentiful in the Hands ol
he made immediately.
bo set for Majj 16, and that all the de- citizens of Farmington to construct a
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American
Time
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Short
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The
Mexico
of
the Strikers Professional "Gunmen" Are Working for
fendants In thb dynamite case appear stock pen at that point.
tion witji an Investigation by General In court Monday,
Treated Courteously by Many Mexican Officials British
the Operators, it is Delared More Serious Trouble
Carranza into representations receiv
STEAMER'S CREW LOST
Fusion's Forces
Officer Renders Timely Assistance
ed from George C Catrothers, special
Expected Before fhe Regulars Arrive
Duluth,' Minn., April 29 The steamat Vera Cruz Now Number 9,000
representative of the United States
er Benjamin Noble is lost off Duluth
TO and 20 men are dead. Wreckage was
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European
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diplomatic circles today, with the re- with international proceedings',
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Great anxiety Is felt in Dululh for
nor the
quest that those nations exert influ- ther the Huerta government
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night
through
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after which the strikers disappeared ed to ruins, the strikers, at about 10
States and Mexico has been asked, of would simply establish
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shown seizure had been made before ton and it
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cash compensations were granted students far attending but politic and
corruption and Lick of discipline prevented them from being as efficient as
what the missionaries offer ..
The Wuchang government university, across the river from here, should
be one of the great centers of teaching in this country, but having no
money, it has been unable slneei the
revolution to pay a foreign staff.
Consequently the Chinese of this district go to Boone university, the Amer
ican university there, which has over
three hundred students.

BASEBALL

NOTES

VAS THE OLD STOHY

The White Sox have released Pitcher Walter House to the Omaha club
of the Western league.
"Smoky Joe" Wood, the Red Sox
star slabster, expects to take his place
week oi
ou the firing line within
ten days.
IN
WORKERS FOR CHRITIANITY
Although a "shorty" in comparison
CHINA QUIT BRIBING CONwith most big leagde pitchers, Cruch- VERTS TO JOIN THEM
er, the new flinger of the Boston
29.
The
"rice
Braves, looks to have the goods.
Hankow, China, April
The Dubuque team of the Three-- I
Christian" that type of Chinese con- Children's Diseases Very Prevalent
'will play its home games on
vert which was easily won over to
Whooping cough la about every league
any creed bo long as he was support- where. Measles and Bcarlet fever al- the new municipal athletic field, which
ed in idleness, has had his day, ac- most as bad. Use Foley's Honey1 and has just been completed at a cost of
cording to the American Episcopal Tar Compound for Inflamed throats $25,000.
jnJssion in this city. The missions of and coughing.
By winning nine of the first ten
Mrs. L C. Hostler,
all denominations today are mailing Grand
Island, Nebr, eays: "Mthree games the Jacksonville, team got the
their appeal to the better class.
children had severe attacks of whoop- jump on the other South Atlantic
There was a time wlien missionaries
"Saling cough, and a very few doses of league teams in the race for the
camo to China with, the idea that
rely"
pennant.
Foley's Honey and Tar gave great
there was no time to lose in muster- lief." O. G. Scbaefer and Red Cross
Jack Leary, playing first base for
ing the whole army of Chinese render Drug Store. Adv.
the St. Louis Browns, oomus from the
Christian standards. To make "rice
New Yorp State league, iu which or
Christians" was easy. For daily supNothing So Good for a Cougn or Cold ganization he has ranked among the
plies of rice, millions of Ibeggars and
,300 hitters.
When you Have a old you want
coolies could be induced to ewear they
It is an unusual experience for the
were believers In anything. But that the best medicine obtainable eo as to Cleveland
Naps to have such a hard
waa not converting China.
get rid of it with the least possible de
to get into the
running.
struggle
There were, however, few missionary lay. There are many who consider
the Naps have been wonders
lea of any denomination who worked Chamberlain's Cough Remedy unsur Usually
in the early season.
bo unwiselyi, In th present day sMch passed. Mrs. f . Boroff, Elida, Ohio,
Seldom does a pinch hitter get such
men have a hard time living in the says, "Ever since my daughter Ruth an
ovation as was accorded Mike Dun
mission community. It cannot be said was cared of a severe cold and cough
lin at the Giants' opening on the Polo
two
that the man of fanatical enthusiasm by Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
As a rule the regulars are
toas been entirely eliminated but the years ago, I have felt kindly disposed grounds.
who get the glad hand.
the
only
boys
of
that
average type of missionary today is toward the manufacturers
scores
The
of
the games played by
Iarmore practical
preparation. I know of nothing so
American
association
Kansas
th
City
a
It is the idea of the Episcopal mis quick to relieve a cough or cure
team are posted at the Kansas City
an
Adv.
cold."
dealers.
For
sale
and
by
sionaries
their British associates
Federal league park. Evidently the
to prepare Chinese to convert their
Feds are wise In courting the favor of
. DEFENDANTS WIN CASE
own people. They point to the recent
Santa Fe, April 29. A complete vic- the K. C. fans.
formation of the Independent "Holy
A double play, unassisted; by a cenCatholic Church" in China, which is tory for the defendants waa won beter fielder is something unusual, and
in
F.
II.
fore
Raynoldis
today
Judge
suc
own
affairs.
its
conducting
Thy
cessful establishment of an "independ the famous Ildefonso ditch, case, the in accomplishing this teat in a recent
ent" church, the first in China, is this petition of Mrs. Matilda Cox Stevenson game Tris Speaker showed a sample
result of the system of education con vs. Clara D. True, Mary T. Bryan, of the work that nets him $ 18,000 a
ducted jointly (by the Church of Eng Teodoro Vigil, Jose T. Vigil and the year.
An
examination of Red
land at home and in Canada, and the Acequia de San Ildefonso being disbeen
had
missed.
who
Kuhn's
Walker
Douglas
injured
finger showed that the
Episcopal Church of the United States;.
In the matter of preaching, the Chi appointed receiver while the case was member was badly cracked but not
nese themselves cannot be beaten. pending was discharged as such. broken. It will be some time before
Phraseology describing virtues I the Judge RaynokJs held that in the light the White Sox catcher will be able to
e
common
of most politi of the decision of the case of Oscar take his place behind the plate.
Dode Criss, who was the leading
cians. The politician knows by heart Snow, pit al, vs. the Mesilla Community
the best and longest passages of th ditch, et al, handed down, recently by pinch hitter in the American league
Chinese classics, which abound in ad the state supreme court, the district when a member of the St. louis
monitions to certain virtues. To know court had no jurisdiction to appoint a P.rowns a few years ago, has failed to
the classics was the first requirement, receiver. Renehan and Wright appear- "come back" for the Yankees and has
inder the Manchu rules, for eligibility ed for uho plaintiff and will appeal im- been released to the Houston team.
to office. The man who could repeat mediately to the supreme court, while
Instead of "hitting the dirt" in steal
the greatest length of words from J H. Crist and Judge L. C. Collins ap- ing base, Bill Holden of the Yankees
them was considered the best scholar peared for the defendants.
is credited with introducing the "upand shown the greatest deference by
right slide." it's fine vorp if the
ESf?E MAKES REPORT
the nation. He was of great advantplayer is able to a7id collisions and
Santa Ff, April 'M. Theodore Espe, kbeilug tcVsed in a hejp'ou't in tlfa'fic'ld
age to the government because It was
the fashion afcd! the trick to embody chief Of ?he field division of New
extensive declarations of piety often Mexico of the general land office. Is
Why It Suits Particular People
mioted verbatim from the sages, in preparing an elaborate report on the
Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound
the imperial edicts. If words were ruins of cliff dwellings and other mon- is
and effective for coughs,
prompt
is
He
ument
the
on
domain.,
deeda China would be a splendidly
public
colds,
croup,
hoarseness, bronchial
country. suierlntendent of the national monurighteous and
and throat troubles. Thomas
coughs
include
the
ments
state
in
which
this
But even those edicts which appeared
Verron, Hancock, Mich., writes: "Folyears ago abolishing sum evils as Gran Quivira, Inscription Rock and
ey's Honey and Tar quickly relieves
recommend
slavery and foot.blnding have not yet Pueblo Honito. He will
throat and stops the cough
been put into force, and continue even that these as well as other prehistoric tickling
with no bad after effect." It contains
in
monuments be fenced and posted
under the republic.
no opiates and is pure. That's why
From the theological" school of addition to tha pnotecon accorded to
it sita particular people. O. G.
Boone university, which requires over them now by the federal government.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
10 years of study, Chinese pastors go
Aflv.
out to convert their own people. The
HE PRAISES MUSEUM
J.
29.
own
MayFather
Santa Fe, April
Chinese have recently, of their
TWO JUDGES SITTING
accord, sent a missionary to a remote er of Kankakee, 111., who recently
Santa
Fe, April 29. Two district
and
waited city an tne south of tills pro- completed a tour of Palestine
were
holding hearings, simul
vince, seven days journey away from Egypt and there became interested in judges
at
the county court house
taneously
afterthe Yiantze river.
archaeology, spent yesterday
Soma Chinese are able to go abroad noon at the museum erf New Mexico today, Judge H. F. Raynolds in the
to get their knowledge of foreign because of his interest in archaeology court room trying the celebrated ditch
case of Mrs. Stevenson, et a'l vs. Mss
tilings, ibut most of them have to turn and last evening spoke eloquently of
to the mission schools and colleges. the foresight of the state In establish- True, ot al., and Judge K. C. Abbott
the three cases
The- - government sought to supply the ing the. museum, which, he declared to in hia xluunbers,
demand and engaged foreign teachers be one of the most Interesting he had against the Ctiy of Socorro involving
several thousand dollars worth of
for the state universities. In these visited on his 'travels.
funding Rhonda issued Jn ,13974 The
plaintiff inone caee wa3 Atrs.j M. A.
Oteroand in the other two cases, H.
S. Clancy, represented by Catron and
Catron, while the city of Socorro was
represented by J. C. Fitch. The town
had defaulted on interest coupons setup the plea that the bond issue
ting
m w m
!5s
v ' m wm
t- $ w. ci v. s. .a
n
had been above the four per cent limit set hy the Springer law. A bond
issue of $30,000 ten years previous for
water works had put the municipality
up to the four per cent limit. The
1897 bonda were issued to fund
under the Eateman act.
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with these food elements to enter the circulation, and In less than an hour to et
work throughout the body in the process of
purification.
You will soon realize Its wotiijerfu Influence by the absence of headache, a etead-Ji- y
Improved .condition of the akin, and a
tM'nse of bodily relief that proves bow completely the entire BygLem was loaded With,
impurities.
Vim will find 8. S. S. on sale
at nil
slopes. It Is a remarkable remedy for drug
any
and all blood affections, such as
it.
niKh, lupus, tetter, psoriasis, boils, and all
oi her diseased conditions of the blood. Foi
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By HAROLD CARTER.

"William," said the farmer's wife
gently, coming up to where he sat and
placing her arm round his neck, "what
are you going to do about Bessie and
lier little girl?"
The old man looked up angrily.
"Do?" he repeated In a dull, mechanical way, "What do you suppose I am
going to do? Nothing."
"But we can't let her starve, dear."
"She would have let me starve," answered William Ives, staring into the
Are.
"If there hadn't been minerals
on that piece of land I owned and
sold, Mary, where would we be now?
In the poorhouse. I gave my best
years to her and now no, let her
earn her own living."
"But the board won't appoint a married woman as a teacher when she
has a child, even If her husband is
dead, William," said the anxious
mother, "Won't you help her?"
"No," said her husband finally.
Everyone in Locust knew the story.
Commonplace enough, It was yet essentially one that fiids Us yearly
equivalent in a thousand homes. William Ives and his wife had scraped
for years, Impoverishing their. scanty
resources, to put thir child through
When Bhe had secured an
college.
appointment as teacher she was to
repay them by helping support them.
since Bessie's
Five years
graduation, and for a few months she
had contributed to th family income.
Then she bad given up her position
to marry a poor writer.
John Turner was consumptive when
she married him, ant soon the disease had him in its full grasp. He
took his wife and baby west and died
there. Bessie had come back to Locust to secure a position as teacher.
But the new board bad passed stringent rules, born out rf the
of teachers, and undtr these Bessie
was unequivocally delarred. She had
not gone home; she ,vas staying with,
an
friend wh had taken pity
on her and the little girl and given
them temporary shelter.
"It isn't as if I had wanted to send
her to college," muttered the old
man. "I ain't hard. I meant to treat
the girl well, and wien she pleaded
r.mi, i . Omm
had-passe-

over-suppl- y

old-tim- e

livf i;?p

APRIL

29,

1914.

trlclc
patcning up a clumBy, worn-ou- t
like that, didn't you?" he sneered.
"Well, I tell you It won't work see?"
"
mocked the child.
"Speak like a bear again, grampa!"
She stood In front of him, gazing
up into his face with childish rapture.
Evidently she mistook the old farmer's angry tones for playful growls,
and was mightily amused thereby.
"Come here!" said the old man,
looking at her ferociously. "Who told
you to come here to me?"
"Me told me," said little Minnie.
"Gramma said 'oo live in the big
white house. Me come."
The man smiled bitterly. "So your
grandmother put you up to this trick,
did she?" he asked. "Do you know
who I am?"
" 'Es. 'Oo grampa," said the child,
nestling confidently against his knee.
In
William Ives was bewildered.
spite of his hardness and of bis resolution a new tenderness was creeping
The little creature
Into bis heart.
was singularly like bis daughter, as
she had been at that age. He could
picture Bessie perfectly In his mind's
eye when she waa four. He used to
sit out there on the same porch, smoking his pipe and listening to ber childish prattle; but bow different bad
been his thoughts then! How high
bis hopes had been! Bessie was bis
;
there bad been a boy, but
he had died and all hie pride had centered in the girl after bis son's death.
"What are you going to be when
you grow up?" the old man asked the
child. He spoke in a mechanical
way, hardly knowing what he said,
because 1e was fighting hard to keep
back the flood of tenderness that
brimmed over within him.
"Me go to college," lisped Minnie.
"Me go, to mamma's college!"
William Ives let his pipe fall from
bis hand and his eyes became suddenly dim. So it was the old story all
overagain, and the younger generation was dreaming the same dreams
and hoping the same hopes when bis
old life was broken.
"William!" said his wife appealing-ly- .
"Send her home, then, but don't
be angry with her, poor little mite."
"You hear that?" asked the old man
of the child. "You go home now and
and tell your mother supper's waiting for her. Do you understand, my
dear?" he continued, taking her in his
arms and kissing her In a shamefaced manner.
The child toddled away happily.
But the old man sat very silently
upon the porch.
"I guess I've been wrong, mother,"
he said at length, huskily.
"We've
had our day and we musn't expect the
younger people to think about us. 1
guess I guess we can afford another
college course, whether we live to see
it through or not eh, mother?"
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30c and 35c White Goods 20c yd.
This lot represents a grouping of fancy madras,
lingerie
cloth, and lawns, 20 different pieces 'in all plain weaves, lace
stripes, Jacquard weaves, dots, etc The widths run 28 In. to 40
in. These materials are sheer and white
regularly sell at 30c
and 35c a yard. Special until Saturday night
20c Yd
(

Fancy Parasols.
Time has come for fancy
have
parasols again we
them, silk and linen tops, in
plain colors, fancy stripes
In fact anything you could
wish In parasols. The rest
of this week at

first-born-

(Copyright,

FIRST

South SidVPlaija

1861

25 PER CENT DISCOUNT

Fischus, Guimpes,
COLLARS, JABOTS AND RUFFLINGS

are here in abundance in our collar
department Maybe, you have an old
coat or dress that a touch of ruffling
will revive

and you simply must have
these for your new dresses and suits.
We have them here for your inspection, come.

BontexFabrics

D. M. G. Cotton

The sale on these light,
airy wash fabrics continues
all this week See window
display
19c
25c Costume Crepes
15c
20C Dolly Vardens
12M:C Figured Crepes.... 9c

Chapman.)

RICHES TO LUCK

Another shipment of D. M.
Cottons arrived yesterday.
We now have white and
ecru in nearly all sizes.
C.

CELESTIA TWIST

IN ALL

SHADES.

Stories of Fortunate Miners Who Have
Gathered Wealth From Supposedly Worthless Claims.

HMm
"Oo!

You Speak Like a
Grampa."

Big

Bear,

and pleaded I couldn't resist her. But
what gratitude did she. show me?''
"Dear, It was to be expected," said
his wife. "Every givl thinks of mar
riage,' college or no college."
"Let her. starve," answered the
farmer shortly.
But he slept little that night and
sighed next morning as be went out
to his fields.
The mother had seen the daughter.
She had visited her without telling
labored
her husband. William Ives
bard under ,'his grievance. " He was
difficult to turn.'; The mother's heart
(t'as bleeding, but she could do nothing.

"If only he could' see little Minnie
he might feel differently," she mused,
kissing the child.
"Where do 'oo live, gramma?" inquired Minnie, clutching at the old
woman's skirts.
"In the big white house over yonder," answered the old woman sadly.
"Then bymeby me an' mamma
come to see you," said little Minnie
gravely, and the farmer's wife turned
her face away.
She had not dared
Days passed.
renew the discussion with her husCOTTON MANUFACTURERS
MEET band. All the
village was talking
Boston, Mass., April 29. Many lead- about the situation; most blamed the
ers in the textile Industry were pres- father, but a few thought he was actent today at the opening of the annual ing rightly. This was the conserva
meeting of the National Association tive element, the older folks who were
of Cotton Manufacturers. President still unreconciled to the higher educa
tion of women.
Edwin Faruhatn Greene called the
It was about a week after her congathering tj order and delivered his versation with her husband that Mary
annual address. The sessions will Ives heard him
calling angrily from
continue two days and will he devoted the front porch, on which he sat after
almost wholly to the discussion of his supper, to smoke and read. She
technical questions pertaining to cot- hurried out of the house, to see the
old man glaring at the child.
ton manufacturing,
"Oo!
You speak just like a big
bear, grampa," lisped Minnie.
SENA IS TRANSFERRED
"Take her away!" shouted Ives in
Santa Fe, April 29. Adjutant Genfool me by
eral H. T. Herring today Issued an or- exasperation. "You can't
any such trick as that, Mary."
der transferring Sergeant Ray Sena
"What do you mean?" faltered his
from tha hospital corps to Company wife.
You
'You know what I mean.
L, Albuquerque. The adjutant general
also received word of a successful hatched this scheme with that girl
Loxlng contest and ball given by Com- that used to be mine. Thought you
would soften the old man'n heart by
pany K, at C!ov!s.

cents. Foster-Milbur- n
THOW OUT THE LINE
Co., Buffalo,'
It is strange how often the miner
New
York, sole agents for the United
makes a fortune out of an abandoned
Give Them Help and Many East Las States.
or almost abandoned claim.
There was such a case at Waarn
Remember the name Doan's and
Vegas People Will Be Happier
Yarra, in Australia, in May, 1903. Two
take no other.
"Throw Out the Life Line"
Kingston miners bought an old claim
Weak kidneys need help.
for a song, and found it in such bad
They're often overworked
they Beware of Ointments for Catarrh
condition that it needed timbering all
don't
out
That Contain Mercury
filtered
of
the
get
poison
through. One wanted to give it up
as mercury will surely destroy the
but the other suggested that they the blood.
sense of smell and completely derange
Will you help them?
might try their luck for a day or two
So they took some props down and set
Doan's Kidney Pills have brought the whole system when entering It
io work.
benefit to thousands of kidney suf- through the mucous surfaces. Suclv
The first man stuck his pick into
articles should never be used except
ferers.
the clay roof to make a hole for a
on
prescriptions from reputable phy
East
Las
Vegas , testimony proves
prop, and down fell a large stone alas the damage they will do
sicians,
their
worth.
most on his head. Eut it was not a
Mrs. L. J. Meyer, 225 RallroadxAve, is ten fold to the good you can pos
stone. It was a nugget of pure gold
East Laa Vegas, N. M., says: "About sibly derive from them. Hall's Ca
weighing 118 ounces.
The richest copper mine in the four years ago I was suffering a great tarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J.
world Is the United Verde, in Arizona. deal.
and was Cheney & Co., Toledo, O., contains
My back ached
It was originally found by a couple so lame that it was terribly
for me to no mercury, and Is taken internally.
bard
of ranchers, whp sold it for J10.000 to
work that acting directly upon the blood and
two men named Murray and Trimble. bend over to do any
loins.
on
strain
a
My mucous surfaces of the system. In
my
brought
They worked tt and found little copact right and my buying Hall's Catarrh Cure be sure
per, and were absolutely at the end oi kidneys didn't
, 1.1... .
T
their resources when they struck s whole system was affected. Others vnil crof 4Tia
and
Toledo.
made
Ohio.
not
in
ternally
of copper, but silver ore, In our home had been greatly benepocket,
which netted them a sum of S0,000 fited
F.
J.
Co.
&
by
Testimonials
Cheney
I
Pills
and
by Doan's Kidney
, They came to an end of the silver
'
them. ,Tbey gave me re- tree.
and abandoned
mine as worthless began using
Sold
75c per
DruggistB.
Price
by
cored!
soon
Another man came down from Mon- lief right away. I was
never
trouble
have
and
bad
I
any
tana and bought the old claim for a
Take Hall's Family Pills for confew hundreds. He struck the real from my back or kidneys since. I
vein of copper, and within ten years it place great faltlr' In Doan's Kidney stipation. Adv.
made him one of the richest men in Pills."
the world. In a single twelvemonth
For sale by all dealers. Price 60
Subscribe for The Optic.
he took out copper valued at
'

t9

This calls to mind the even more
famous Mt Morgan gold mine. The
first owner of the land was Donald
Gordon, who grazed his flocks above
untold and unknown riches, and sold

the land for $5 an acre to two brothers named Morgan.,
They Bet to work, and the quartz
panned out up to 800 ounces of gold
to the ton. In 1889 $5,000,000 was distributed to the shareholders. One
shareholder left a fortune of $11,.

Weak, Inactive Kidneys Cause
I
Much Trouble
'

655,000.

Gradually the gold quartz petered
out, and the Mt. Morgan mine was
supposed to be dead.

Then some clever mineralogist, poking about the
works,
realized that there was more copper
than gold. In 1906 the mine was
reborn as a copper producer, and a
new process was discovered for ex
tracting gold from the copper. Today
Mt. Morgan is still going strong.
d

To Fly to Peking.
The Russian government has au
thorized the French aviator Janoir.
now in charge of organization of Rus
sian military aviation, to attempt a
Et. Petersburg-Pekinflight in May.
The distance Is 11.000 versts. He will
travel alone on a Russian machine
of 80 horsepower and hopes to do the
journey in a month.
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BLADDER
Backache, rheumatism , nnr! all lcltlnpv nnrl Klaxon At.-uiauij ucr a
are caused from weak inactive kidneys, j whichwxnuuwi
fail to filter out
the poisons, and keep the blood pure. The
only way to
and permanently cure such troubles is
to remove
positively
.
the cause. The reason whv -Folev Kirinv Pilioo me .i..
.
inc E?eSt
j
j
medicine for kidney and bladder troubles
is because thev ar.
.
ana restorative
"J u wiuo
oucuguitmng
nnt ani i v li w vy .i
ingredients that nature needs to build
IJJCSC
portant and vital organs. See tha.t
for your kidney and bladder troubles.you get Foley
inaction,
They are tonic
QUICK- tO (Ttvt cffrA -rpcnita rtnA nnA;
"u wjiiaiu u j narmtui drugs.
O. G. SCHAEFER.
RED
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The republicans seokiug the nomina-tinofor the governor are: Grant B.
Dimiclc, a former mayor of Oregon
City; A. M. Crawford of Roseburgh,
who is attorney general of Oregon;
William A. Carter, an attorney of
Portland; T. T. Geer of Portland, who
was governor of Oregon In
Dr. James Withycombe, of Corvallis;
Charles A. Johns of Portland; Gus C.
Moser, an attorney of Portland, and
George C. Brownell, an attorney and
former state senator, of Oregon City.
The democrats whose names will
appear on the ballot for nomination
for governor are: John Manning, of
Portland, former district attorney of
Mutnomah county; Dr. C. ff. Smith,
a former state senator, of Pendelton;
A. S. Bennett, an attorney of The
Dalles; Colonel Robert A. Miller, an
attorney of Portland, and G. A. Cobb,
also of Portland.
P. M. Gill of Portland and L. IC.
McMahon of Salem are the two progressives who are contesting for the
nomination of their party for governor.
Former Governor Geer and George
C. Brownell, both of whom are aspirants for the republican nomination for
governor, are making their campaigns
on statewide prohibition platforms.
For supreme court justices there is
a splinted contest for the republican
nominations, with practically no contest in the other two parties. The
contests for the nominations for attor
ney general and labor commissioner
also are confined to the republicans.
There will be no contest In the primaries for the nominations for United
states senator, representative in the
second congressional district, state
treasurer, state school superintendent
and superintendents of the two watr
divisions, as none of the candidates
have opposition in their own party.
n
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PRIMARY
FOR
THERE ARE 252 CANDIDATES
VARNOMINATION FOR THE
IOUS OFFICES
hougti

Portland, Ore., April
still three
the general primary Is
is alrea-i- y
campaign
the
Week9 distant,
to end,
end
from
stirring the state
warmest
the
to
and all sign point
in Oregon.
primary battle ever staged will have
voters
the
To hegin with,
from
the longest list of candidates
M
selections
their
which to make
in this
ever
presented
the primary,
the
state The ballots will contain and
state
for
name of 252 aspirants
195
district offices. Of this number and
democrats
are
43
are republicans,
Two years ago
14 are progressives.
125 republicans and
were
only
there
68 democrats on the ballot.
the
Nominations will be made in
senator,
States
United
for
primaries
representatives in congress, governor,
tate treasurer, attorney general,
of public Instruction, state
miiroad commissioner, super
commis- intendents ofj water divisions,
tnoner of labor statistics and insyecior
of factories and workshops, supreme
memand circuit court justices, and
.

nii

bers of the legislature.
E.
United States Senator George
will
term
expire
whose
Chamberlain,
next March, is the choice of the demOpposed
ocratic party for
fall will
next
election
the
in
him
to
as
the reton R. A, Booth, of Eugene,
Han-ley- ,
William
and
publican candidate,
the
of
of Boring, as the choice
progressive party.
now holding
Many of the democrats
are
unopposed
oflfce.
other
and
state
for renominatlon and this has left the
majority of the contests to the republicans and progressives. At the present time the contests for the nominations for governor overshadow all
other features of the primary camfor
paign. There are 15 candidates
the gubernatorial nominations, the
in
largest number seeking any office
are
republithese
Of
eight
state.
the
cans, five are democrats and two are
in
progressives, so that the contests
all- three parties are of the keenest
sort.
As a general rule, there is little or
citinothing to interest the average
zen in political contents until the contest reaches fever heat a few days before the nominations are made at the
primary election, but there are peculiar
conditions existing in Oregon politics
at the present time, and the skirmish
es among the numerous aspirants for
the governorship have been viewed
wtih more than ordinary interest for
many weeks.
In the first place, Governor Oswald
West, who Is a democrat, is not a candidate for renominatlon. This natur
ally has precipitated a scramble among
the democrats to succeed him. The
same fact has encouraged an unustial- to
1v larce number of reoublicana
seek the nmoniation, on the theory
that a newcomer heading the democratic ticket will be easier to defeat
than would Governor West standing
for
-

i
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not a single
and
you get more dithing
more
gestible,
appetizing, more
economical food by the use of
You sacrifice

CoTfoIeiie
Try Cottolene for baking and
for frying just as thousands

FROM HER

'1 OTHER
TEODORO MARTINEZ OH SAN JUAN
COUNTY, THEREFORE, GOT
' PENITENTIARY TERM

Santa Fe, April 29. Sheriff Dufur
of San Juan county last night brought
to the penitentiary, Teodoro Martinez,

sentenced to two to three years in the
yenitentiary by Judge E. C. Abbott
on the charge of criminal assault and
defilement. The story of Martinez's
crime, is a shocking and at the same
time, strange one. Martinez bought
from a Colorado woman her
old daughter and lived with the girl
for nine months. His defense was
that he had bought and paid for the
girl and that he therefore had a perfect right to do with her as he pleased.
This was the only serious crime
committed in San Juan county in an
entire year and court officials ascribe
this condition to the fact that San
Juan county Is entirely prohibition.
The grand jury was in session only
four days and returned only six true
bills including that In the Martinez
case. Another true bill was against
Cecil Powell, who with other boys had

for

Cottolene.
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backache,

weak bach, rheumatism, kidney and
bladder troubles. P. J. Boyd, Ogle,
Texas, writes: "After taking two bottles of Foley Kidney Pills, my rheu-

matism and kidney trouble are completely gone." Safe and effective. O.
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
Adv.

1

CHICAGO

THRO

Fe, when he filed notice of intention
to appropriate all the natural and flood
water flow of Peralta canyon for a
reservoir on the Canyon de Cochiti
grant but to reclaim a thousand acres
outside of the grant
J. C. King of La Junta, Colo., today
filed notice of intention to appropriate
two second reet from Goose Creek,
Taos county, for mining, placer and
power purposes at the mining camp
of Red River.
Similar notice was filed by J. A.
Nabounrs of White Mountain, Lincoln
county, to Irrigate 70 acres by direct
diversion.

Stomach Trouble Cured.
Mrs. H. G. Cleveland, Arnold, Pa.,
writes, "For some fee I suffered
from stomach trouble. ,1 would have
sour stomach and feel bloated after
A Cure for Sour Stomach
eating. Nothing benefited me until J
When run down with kidney trouble, got Chamberlain's Tablets. After tak
backache, rheumatism or bladder lng two bottles of them I was cured."
weakness, 'turn quickly for help to For sale by all dealers Adv.
Foley Kidney Pills. You cannot take
them into your system without havRub the joints with BALLARD'S
ing good results. Chas. N. Fox, Him-ro- SNOW LINIMENT to relieve rheumaN. Y., says: "Foley Kidney Pills tism. It penetrates the flesh to the
have done tie more good than $150.00 bone conveying Its soothing and reworth of medicine." They give good storative influence to the spot where
results. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross the pain exists. Price 25c, 50c and
$1.00 per bottle.
Sold by Central
Drug Store. Adv.
-- TV
Drug Co. Adv.
NEW IRRIGATION PROJECT
Satrt i F-- J April 2S. Initial Steps
were taken' today before State Engi-

CHILDREN WHO ARE SICKLY
Mothers who value their own comneer James A. French in an important fort and the welfare of their children,
irrigation project near Cochiti by should never be without a box of
Engineer John H. Walkr of Santa Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for
f

THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN WAGON
y

I

0

tinction of having the only
circuit in organized baseball this year,
the reorganized Southern Michigan
league started merrily on its ninth
season today. Sinoe the close of last
seasoni the league has expanded by
adding Toledo and South Bend to the

V

b

Children, for use throughout the sea years.
son. They break up colds, relieve FAIL.

THESE POWDERS NEVER
Sold by all drug stores, 25c.
feverlshness, constipation, teething Don't accept any substitute. Sample
disorders, headache and stomach mailed FREE. Address, Allen s.
tdoubles.
Used by mothers for 24 Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y. Adv.

Positively biggest bargain ever offered the housewives of
this city. An ELECTRIC IRON that wonderful labor
saver --fat a price you can afford. Irons generally sell
ometimes more. We bought a small lot at a low
figure They are offered to you at almost cost you get
benefit of our saving. Don' t overlook this
opportunity the lot is small buy early.
f
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TO MAKE INDIA PAPER IN;MAINE
Gardner, Me., April 29. The first
India paper ever maae In the United

Features of the Williams Iron..

1

.

.

s

I

Top Nickle plated
Weight 6V2 pounds.
Seven feet of cord and stand supplied. Iron ready for
immediate use. All packed in an attractive box.

t

U.

ft

A "TWITCH OF THE SWITCH" FOR COMFORT.

n

Vv

r
Every woman knows of the many delightful
advantages oftered users of electric irons and she
wants one. ironing Dy ciecincny means wutk. uone easier,
to.- - nnA UrHtr Snves rnnntlps?! Ktpns. Ynn rnn iron in rnnl nnr?
contented comfort in any room m the house, or out of doors in the
summer time. Costs but a few cents for a week's laundry. Gome in today
and see a demonstration of the Williams Iron. Get one on trial Once
used you will surely buy one.
LI2ANS JUS' St1
GET ONE TODAY!

HOY AN ELECTRIC IRON AND "DO IT ELECTRIC ALLY

l

m

Handle Hardwood, ebony finish.
Bottom Plate Blue gun metal finish.

.Ail

works',

lonely spot near Stratford1 and shot
killed her. .

" ll"l"B"tr1wlt'1"T''"-r"-

V

TAFT TO ADDRESS PSI UPSILON
Providence, R, I., April 29. The
eighty-firs- t
annual convention of the
Psl Upslion fraternity luet here today
as the guest of the Brown university
chapter. The fraternity was founded
at Union college dn 1833 and is now
ont of tihe largest of the Greek letter
societies in America. The present convention will continue three days, closing Friday night with a banquet at
which former President William H.
Taft Is to be onla of the speakers.

1 anil

''

r

J

it

Sole Agents

circuit
The Winking of Toledo among the
little fellows is due to the transfer of
the local club of the American association to Cleveland. Rather than see
Toledo without a baseball club the
Southern Michigan league took over
the local plant and added South Bend
to even out the circuit. Thia league
now has the largest city of any Class
B organization and the smallest one:
Toledo showing 175,0!0 population
and Adrian, the baby of the circuit, a
few less than 11,000.
The ten clubs and their respective
managers are as follows: Lansing,
John Morrisey; Jackson, Mo Myers;
Toledo, "Topsy" Hartsel; Adrian, William OrystaM;
George
Saginaw,
Holmes, South Bend, Ed Smith; Bay
City, Dan Jenkins; Kalamazoo, Charles
Wagner; Flint, Jack Burke, and Bat.
tle Creek, Dan Collins.

)

Gross, Kelly & Co.

1

SOUTHERN MICHIGAN LEAGUE
Toledo, O., April 29. With the dis-

And besides all this, Cottolene
"CHICAGO JOE" TO HANG
saves a great deal of money. Goes
Bridgeport, Conn., April 29. "Chi
a third farther
cago Joe" Buonomi, who murdered
than butter, lard
Jennie Cavagliert Jn the woods near
and other cookStratford, October 22, 1912, will forfeit
ing fats.
life on the gallows in the etate
his
a r
prison at Wethersfield tomorrow.
.
book of choice v
Buonomi was twice tried and convictrecipes, write for
ed of the murder. The evidence show"Home Helps"
ed that the Cavagliere woman had
a postal card will
been a character of the underworld In
bring it.
Chicago and that Buonomi had lived
off her earnings. Wlwm the woman
E
.1
had deserted him he lured her to a

ri

1914.

Great Money Saving Sale of Electric Irons!

Rheumatism and Kidney Trouble
Positive la action

broken into a cellar in which wine had
been stored four years ago and stole
the wine. Powell was fined $25 and
costs.
Judge Abbott decided the long drawn
out and hotly contested divorce suit
of John D. Clark vs. Lizzie Purdy
Clark, or rather, he decided! upon stipulation, the final phase of it, the division of property, which included
farms, homesteads, mortgages and
other property. The litigation
had
been in progress for two years, and
was marked by a number of eensa-tionepisodes.
The petit jury was kept busy for ten
days. Unlike in other counties, the
term of court leaves San Juan county
with a balance in the treasury while
in tSanta Fe county, one murder trial
exhausted the entire court fund.

29,

1

States will soon be. turned out by one
of the paper mills in this city. Heretofore a single firm in England had a
authorities
use
prominent cooking
monopoly of the manufacture of In
it and commend it so highly.
dia paper. The paper is made of flax
Cottolene makes better, lighter and and is very fine In texture, very light
entirely digestible bread, pastry and and very strong. It runsi twice as
other baked things. Persons un- many sheets to the pound as the or
able to eat foods fried with other dinary book paper and consequently Is
fats, digest with ease foods fried in in much demand for printing large

of other women have done -you'll quickly appreciate why

Gil
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out of the .Question. None the loss
1
they should be Insisted upon. It
now
must
who
possible that Huerta,
be hopeless of maintaining himself,
ESTABLISHED 1879
would conseat, under pressure of the
three great
powers Inhimself
to
withdraw
termediating,
Published
by
i
the
from
CO.
provisional presidency. And
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING
13 not Impossible that there has
it
(Incorporated)
been lunderstanding to this effect before announcement of the tender and
Editor. acceptance of mediation, which comes
14. M. AOGETT
so unexpectedly:, was made. But beI
yond Huerta, In such en understand
ing, woukt be the iconsUtuiionaliste:,.
with their '.eyes already; set on the
national palace and It Is easy to see
Entered at the postofflco at East
the ambitious wink with which Villa
a
Vegas, New Mexico for
cultivates the pood will of Mr. Wilson
through the United : States as against Carranza, more patriot
(EK&fia M second class matter.
than politician. The elimination of
Huerta,. toward which we have bent
everything, might be the beginning of
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
greater difficulties ror us, should the
Carrier
Dally, by
constitutionalists
.05
prove less open to
.1
Per Copy
,
.15 intermediation, with elimination, than
One Week
.65 Huerta may be. If there can be found
D&e Month
a way to make mediation serve the
7.50
Tear
One
end we are now in Mexico to serve,
Daily, by Mail
this is not impossible, we shall
and
16.00
Dne Year (tn advance)
3.00 applaud Mr. Wilson If he takes quick
Bix Months (In advance)
of his proverbial good luck,
7.00 advanta
Dna Year (In arrears)
3.75 recalls our fleet and our men, and
B!x Months (in arrears)
brings back peace with honor. Should
he sound recall under any forji of
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
mediation promising to fall short, or
, ,,,,,
GROWER
falling short, of doing the
actually
2.00
Dne Year
,
he and Mr.
Mexico:
work In
1.00
glx Months
us, he
committed
have
already
Bryan
will notjOntyj, make his, country the
mirth, of nations; rui no wiu
(Cash In Advance for Mall
new and imiqua plade in American.
Subscriptions.)
r- Remit by check, draft or money history for hlmsflf
erder.; It sent otherwise we will not
fee responsible for loss.
Specimen copies free on application.
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down from $195 to $150.

In this district, last year, only $9 poll tax was
collected and this year only $7.
School District No. 63, Curry county, w&s granted $165 for school building purposes. This district has already had 135 for that purpose besides
'
$50- - for school furniture.

sllowed to charge only the full local
toll on messages taken in by the Postal company and directed to points
reacned by the Western Union and
SLOW-DRYIN- G
not
.. ,
reached by the Postal.
ALL OVER BODY
III
C. C. Adams, vice president of the
MpIST WATER. COLORS Postal
oh
the
company,
commenting
In Hin, by 4 in. Tubes ooly, for bot countries
decision yesterday aiJternOpn, said
Itched and Hurt So Could Not Rest
or in hot summer weather
that this decision insures kih com- II!
Day or Night.
Nearly Tortured
PRICE LIST
Up-to-Da- te
TIME IS EXTENDED'
petition in telegraphy? lol iil; points,
Studio Oil Color Tubes
to Death. Cuticura Soao and
Santa Fe, April 29. State Engineer Seric A ago. Each
Series D Jno Each small as well as large.-- - .
Cuticura Ointment Cured.
Series E- - 1.30 Each
James A. French today granted an ex Series B goc. Each
Scries P i.ag Each
tension of time to June 1, 1916, to Series C 65c. Each
BURSUM WANTS BRIDGE
"Our little boy
Holloue, New Mexiro.
WHITE LEAD LIST
and to June 1, 1913, to apSanta Fe, April 29.Tj;pou request
' Flake No.
first broke out in little yellow burners about complete,
White
of Mayor H. O.' BuEgum of Socorro,,
the size of pin beads and they itched and ply to beneficial use, to the Carlsbad
Made in Studio, Vt lb. and lb. Tubes
hurt so badly he could not Plantation and Orchard company of
who spent today in.'
White
Flake No.
.the
gantJFe.
rest day nor night. In a few
Made in H lb., 1 lb. and ! lb. Tabes
state
will
which
set
commiseion
has
Eddy
county,
corporation
expended
days they were running sores
PURE ZINC WHITE
V
a day for a hearing on the (proposal to
and kept spreading until tiiey ?20,00O to commence and complete
Made In Vi lb.(imd lb. Tubes
were m large as a dollar.
construct a crossing over the Santa
of the project. The original
That colon to bt lud al All Art Material Stmt
had theni all over his body
was made by Frank E. COMBINATION PAINTINO BOARD (Charpas) Fe, three miles north "of Socorro on
and was nearly Wtrturod to application
n
Downs
the
and
For Oil Paint Water Color
later
highway. The comby the Calsbad Plandeath, as thry hurt him so
tation and Orchard company organized Pastel! Charcoal, Chalk or Pencil. Can be fizeP mission may go to Socorro to view the
badly he could harlly sleep,
no would scratch aud cause by Denver
site and will probably also visit Shoe-makby steam, being held in front of a steaming
people.
'
great sores all over his face and legs,
kettle
A similar extension of time to May
in Mora county and Dedman in
' We
recommended
tried several highly
CANVAS FOR OIL PAINTINO
Colfax county for hearings on cros
1, 1916 to complete, and to December
remedies but they didn't seem to help him
Stod Fire Ceata for Catalog
a bit. Nothing seemed to do any good until , 31, 1917, to apply, was granted the
lugs at these points. Corporation
ao8 Broadway, N. V.
New York Office,
we got Cuticura Hoap and Oiutment. Wo
Commissioner M S. Graves rofurnpi
ftanchos
Orchard
Land
and
company
Olnt-meand
used
hadn't
the Cuticura Soap
this evening from a visit to his home
in
Taos
comwas
he
This
before
is
time
a
but short
county.
project, too,
pletely cured without a scar." (Signed)
The original ap- rived from Egypt. Raymond Owen. at Carlsbad.
completed.
Mrs. J. 11. Northern. Nov. 22, 1912.
was made by Hugh F. Duval. his rascally private secretary, helps
Not only are Cuticura Soap and Ointment plication
MORE DEAD SOLDIERS
lift off the front of the case, but
most valuable in the treatment of eczemas
leaves old Mr. Marvin to remove the
Santa Fe, April 29. Of 37 who were
and other distressing eruptions of skin and
alone.
scalp, but they are also most effective In
Marvin, examined in the eighth grade examinamummy's bandages
COMMISSIONERS WILL
the treatment of pimples, blackheads, red.
during a fainting spell, sees the half tions last month in Grant county, onrouL-l- i
skins, itching, scaly scalps, dandruff,
mummy come to life, step out ly 18 have been granted certificates
drytttiin BBd falling hair, chapped hands
APPOINT NEW CLERK exposed
and shapeless nails. A single cake of Cutiof her case, take a bracelet from her by the department of education. How
cura Soap (25c.) and box of Cuticura Ointwrist and try to force it Into his ever, five others have grades on recment (50c.) are often sufficient when all
nerveless grasp, while her lips whis- ord which with the grades obtained
else has failed. Sold by druggists and dealers ACASIO GALLEGOS
WILL RESIGN
everywhere. Liberal sample of each mailed
per a strange message from the re- last month will give them certificates,
POSITION IN TORRANCE COUN.
Skin Book. Address postfree, with 32-mote past
while four were' 'seventh grade pupils
AT TAUFERT'S
card "Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston."
TY ON APRIL 30
who obtained' 'passing marks in certain
iWMen who shave and shampoo with Cuticura Soap will find it best fur skin and scalo- branches in which they failed at the
Santa Fe, April 29. Lorenzo Samo- CASE
WINS
POSTAL
May examinations.
Ml
za of Tajiiimy Juan Ci'
Sanchez of
Those who passed are: Myrtle Cha- year and an intmsjinsrace. for the Manzano aud Libardo Valencia of
The circuit this year is
pennant.
AFTER LONG FIGHT ney, Hachlta; Dorothy Powell, Fierro;
have been reinstated as county
made up of Lowell, Worcester, LawDaisy Jackson, Santa' Rita; Cfladys Steiskal, Marvine Moore and Hazel
commissioners in Torrance county,
Fitch-burLois Yate, Helene Barker, Mi'ssman, Fort Bayard; Reuben Gib-ne-y
Jackson,
rence,
Ilarvehill,
Portland,
Lynn,
sues
his
Vrusband
who
AT
supplanting Celestino Ortiz, Angus
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pathy. But, whether it be because of hill
at
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Lowell,
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stated. The condition for dropping the ing the Western Union Telegraph comTELEPHONES
the changed conditions under the
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to cease charging the Postal
Main 2 spread of new feminism or because of Lawrence, Lynn at Fitchburg
Justness Office
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A season of
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Cable company an extra
Main 2 the peculiar circumstances surroundNews Department
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closing
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former New York policeman who is
county commissioners, therefore, to graph
transmitted part way by the Postal
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ANNUAL MEETING, IMPERIAL COUNCIL, ANCIENT ARABIC
appoint a successor to Gallegos, as
asking an annuity from the wealthy
wel as to Lassater, who had displaced and then handed over enroute by the
wife who recently barred him from
FACULTY FOB SU1IER
to the Western Union for furORDER, NOBLES OF THE MYSTIC SERINE
Gallegos while the latter was suspend- Postal
her home has some grounds for his
ff VTERMKDIA.TION
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ther
transmission
and delivery' at exed.
R. L. Hitt has been the deputy
action.
SCHOOL ANNOUNCED clerk in actual charge of the clerk's clusive Western Union points.
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office.
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has heetn going on for about
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All
indications
that,
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liag carried this country so close
four years. There were various hear
initia-tieTFACHERS FROM VARIOUS PARTS
COUNTY OFFICIAL DEAD
war for redress to an insult to na- her great wealth, she took the
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the
service
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"
OF
THE
STATE
WILL
public
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ASSIST
He
Santa
in
in the courtship.
alleges
Fe, April
(Judge E. C.
tional honor, even Mr. Wilson's
AT NORMAL
Abbott yesterday received telegraphic mission and the final decision of the
his" suit that she persuaded him to reReturn limit May 2ist , 1914. An extension of limit to
will enable him to sea his way
commission was given in favor of the
which
advice
a
Assistant
as
District
that
his
policeman,
job
Attorney
sign
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clear
accept any result of an
June 20th, 1914, can be obtained by payment of $1.00 and
Postal company.
The faculty for the summer session J. J. Herring died Monday
Thereupon the
j
night at his
termediation falling short of every- meant the relinquishment of all rights of
Western
Union
the
took
matter
the
into
Mexico
New
Normal University home at Aztec from tubercular meninand his claims under the
depositing ticket before May 10th., 1914
thing which has been demanded, in of senorlty
the appellate division of the supreme
was announced today by Dr. Frank H. gitis.
Herring had charge of the
esnenco if not In form, says the St. pension system. He does not appear
Roberts, president. This list includes grand jury proceedings in San Juan court, which affirmed the decision of
Louis
However, even to have been so intoxicated with the
instructor's who have not county until a few days ago when he the publio service commission.
several
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liis acceptance of the Intermediation courtship as to forget matters of fin
court of appeals now affirms all this.
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before,
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bal conditions accompanying his ac- turned out of house and home thatfe
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and
will
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charge of ad then Herring has been in practice t
suit,':
ceptance of mediation. These Include brings
Huerta's elimination, apparently as a In his suit he describes Driefly some vanced pedagogy, economics and so Fort Collins and Amarillo, at the lat
condition precedent to the beginning of the conditions which made his po ciology departments. The other in. ter place ; contracting tuberculosis,
32
structors are as follows: Dean Frank There he was solicitor for the Amaril
of actual mediation looking toward sition as husband of the
teacher
lo
Carroon,
of
Life Insurance company, and over
the pacification of Mexico and a reor- woman In New York" uncomfortable,
psychology, pedar
to express ,it mildly. He asserts that gogy and English; Ester Mangan and work caused his breakdown. Upon
ganization of its government, and
reparation for the detention of his wife has an income' of $75,000 a Bessie Watt, critk; teachers of the train- the advice of Judge Abbott he located
He
jackiea at Tamplco and the arrest of a year and that he la, possessed of real- ing school; Wilhelmlna Vollmer, teach at Aztec and rapidly improved.
ship's mail carrier In Vera Cruz.
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cote accepting the tripartite offer of his credit in a bank and he checked branches; Harriette E. Mann, teacher and three children. He had Just commediation, It Is Inconceivable that he on .the account for all expenses. This of art and music; Oscar Lee Har- pleted plans of moving his family to
has not communicated them, verbally, lef"the cratsiff"woTld to look upon grove, teacher of manual training; L. Santa Fe.
to the ministers ut Washington of Moras a man offlnbstance, with con- C. Mersfelder, teacher jpjf mathematics;
Brazil, Argentine and Chile, through trol of vast, resources. But he avers D. L. Adklns, teacher of United States
;whom the offer waa made. While that he could not draw a check, for his history and civics; R. S. Tipton, "PERILS OF PAULINE"
n teacher of first grade subjects, with
"imios1ng euch conditions may eeem, own use even for the most trivial
to the lovers of peace, as making the without procuring specific tlarTri;;iin arithmetic, grammar and arithmetic
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cally Impossible for the Mexicans, con- secret bondage, that gnawed 1aWlss,viditions now are such that the United1 tals. Much as, he mlgjit essay the Hope Livingston, teacher in third NEW CONTINUED STORY IN FILM
CBIIBSEN'S PUMPS & OXFOEBS
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PERSONALS

ASK

MEXICO

for Watrous for a brief business visit.
B. F. Criswell came in last night
from El Paso for a short business vis-

i

AGREE

A.-

ON

WAY-

FIVE

Put Your Money in our Bank and we
Will Keep your Accounts Straight
:(i
,

TO

-

1914.

29,

2"'

FEDERAL (TROOPS

It Is reported the rebel chiefs are
anxious that Americans return so thaw
inustries crippled by the departure
might be resumed, but it is feared
these diiefs might not be ableto control the lawless element.

10

,

Sena and" family of Park
Springs drove in last night for a short
A.

APRIL

ico.

George A. Fleming left this morning

it.

MID

S.

U.

announced he had received no advices
from the state department reversing
the warning that Americans leave Mex-

WEDNESDAY,

A bank check Is the way to pay your bills, because then you have a check on each Mil.
It is easy to
kep your accounts straight when you have yofur money In the bank, because the bank keeps your ac
;

COLORADO

counts etralght for you and saves you many hours of work and worry, start a bank account wIMi
us, and
you will see the convenience and afterwards, the absolute NECESSITY of having a bank account
DO YOUR BANKING WITH US
We pay four per cent Interest on Time Deposits and
TWO PER CENT ON CHECKING ACCOUNTS

-

visit
Ruben die Baca of Santa Fe, arrived
in Lar Vegas last night for a short
business visit.
W. 'M. Griggs and C. C. Lewis of
Wagon Mound came In last night for
a short business visit.
J, H. Kicker, Jr., of Shoemaker came
in this afternoon, for a fbort business
visit.
L. A. Nohr of La Cueva came in
this afternoon from Albuquerque on
his way home.
Mrs. R, F. Hays left last night for
Junta, Colo., where ehe will remain
for several weeks with Mr. Hays, who
is ill in a hospital at that place.
J. V. Jenkins of the Missouri Valley
Bridge and Iron company, was a busi'
ness visitor in Laa Vegas today.
Mrs. J. S. Moore and two children
left this afternoon for Denver, where
ihey will remain for several weeks.
J. C. if ones, a jeweler of Tucumcari,
N. U'.f arrived in Las Vegas last night
ort business visit in this city.
:for a
of
E.
Plowman, superintendent
the western division of Harver houses,
left this afternoon for El Paso, Texas,
on business.
R. G. Sinclair, accompanied by hi3
sister, Miss Rachael Sinclair, left thlswhere
Grand
the
Canyon,
for
morning
lie will remain for some time.
J. M, De Masters and A. M. De Masters of Holden, Mo., arrived in Las
Vegas last night and will be visitors
Siere for the next several days.
Floyd Stevens and Clarence Brown,
who have been the guests of Mr. and
Mrs. P. H. LeNoir for the past several
V.ays, left last night for"Chlcago.
James Scott Duncan, Jr., formerly a
resident of this city but now proprietor of a motion picture concern in
Salina, Kan., came in last night for
a, short visit
R. G. Head, a surveyor, formerly employed by the Santa Fe Railway company here, will leave this evening for
Amarillo, Tex., where he will be employed by the same company.
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts left today
tor Albuquerque for a short business
visit, and later will go to Tularosa,
"where he will deliver the commencement address of the high school.
Mr. and Mrs. T. D. Crile and her
two children arrived In Las Vegas last
night in an automobile from their
"home in Roswell on their way to Denver, Colo. Mr. Crile is a prominent
stock raiser of Roswell.
Miss Ruth Evans of Chicago, who
has been the house guest of Mrs. p.
H. LeNoir for the past several days,
will leave this evening for home. She
Is returning from California and stop'
led off here last week.
,

t.

WESTERN

HIE TO

BE OPEN AT NIGHT

"
(Continued from Page One)

of Vera Cruz, of the 100 refugees who
brought in' from. Soledad yesterday y Commander Tweedie, clears
wf-rj-

the territory'between Vera Cruz and
Mexico City on the direct line of communication of all Americans, with the
exception of a few scattered families
whose whereabouts are not known.
Consul Canada's office is flooded with
cablegrams inquiring for the safety of
this or that person. As fast as the
lists containing the names of those
who reach the coast and start for Galveston are received, they are cabled to
the state department at Washington.
Praises British Commander
The Solehad refugees are enthusias.
tic in praise of Commander Tweedie,
whose determined Bland, they belevied
alone saved them from' probable death
or at least, prolonged suffering. After
waiting hours in the. blazing sun,
Commander Tweedie's train steamed
into sight bound for Vera Cruz. Several refugees approaoned the British
officer, and told of .their plight ,
"You need not worry,',' Commandet
Tweedie answered. "This train .will
not leave without you.'
,
.. Commander Tweedie calmly insisted
to the Mexican officer that he be per
mitted to take the Americans with him
to Vera Cruz, and he refused to listen
to the officer's protest that h had
no authority in the matter. The fed
eral officer finally capitulated and
hastened back to the city for instructions, returning in an hour with per
mission for the Americans to depart
i
Mexicans Showed Gallantry
The refugees told also of the gallant
conduct of the Mexican military com
mander at Soledad and of the mayor
who made every effort to protect the
refugees from the mob In the street.
The most effective work, however, was
done by the commandant, who seized
several hundred of, the most ardent
rioters, pressed .them into the army
and sent them away to the capital to
Huerta's
fill the ranks of General
forces.
Fletcher. Tries Experiment
.,
Rear Admiral Fletcher's experiment
last night in; granting the population
of Vera Cruz the fullest measure of
liberty, permitting thwm to wander at
the
will In the streets throughout
night,' in order to convince them of
the. pacific intentions of the Ameri
cans;1 proved completely satisfactory
Funston has 9,000 Men
Brigadier General Funston's officers
continued the study of the city. They
will take over the work of policing it
Friday; when the general assumes the
title of military governor. With the
marines and troops already here or
enroute, Brigadier General Funston
will have close to 9,000 men ashore
when hls) force is complete.
...

,

Mexican Prisoners Escape
San Diego, Calif., April 29. Forty-eigh-

t

Mexican prisoners in the army
detention camp at Fort Rosecrans escaped last night by digging a tunnel
J W. STOKER TO HAVE CHARGE under fences and barbed wire enOF THE OFFICE DURING
tanglements a distance of 70 yards.
"WEE SMALL" HOURS
At noon today only 14 of them had
been rec' sutured.
Aa a result of a Wg Increase i$J
business, the local agency of the
Refugees Warned not to Return s
Western Union Telegraph company
Sias announced that the n
Nogales, Ariz.; April 29. Rehfcwed
office,
located on Douglas avenue, will Install advices that Americans remain out of
a Eight shift and maintain an open of- Mexico were sent to consular agents
and others along 'the rAriloif Wtder
fice all night
The local office has beendoing con- today. The advices were caned forth
siderable business of late, and, in ad- by reports circulated along the bordition, keeping the office open at der that Secretary of State Bryan had
night will' be a convenience to the agreed that Americans may safely republJo. The new service will facil- turn to tb,$ states of rionoraand
itate (the sending of messages at any
Americans at Douglas, Naco
tiousv Doubtless the public will be and other border points appealed to
pleased to learn of this innovation by Consul Frederick Simplch at Nogales
the Western Union J. W. Stoker of to know whether reports that SecreCheypne Will have charge of the- V! a tary Bryan had conferred with consti::
at night.
tutionalist agents in Washington and
had agreed that Americans might re- Subscribe for Tne Optic.
turnvwere authentic.? Mr. Simplch
Sln-aloa.-..

Tlia Best at Any Price
No. other baking

powder will raise
nicer, lighter biscuits, cakes and
b

pastry, none is more
pure and wholesome

i

If

.

American Exodus Ceases
Tampico, Mexioc, April 29. The
American lexodms from Tampico, which
began Wednesday, April 22, virtually
reached its end today with the departure for Vera Cruz f about 60
American refugees on board the tank
steamier Canfield. The total number
of refugees sent from (here to American (ports since the movement began
is officially .given at 2,250. There are
a number of Americans still in Tampico. These number a score or mora
They have lived here for many years
and are highly thought of by the .Mexican population, among whom they
have made many warm friends. They
are today sheltered in the homes of
Mexican friends living along the Pan-uc- o
river, and are In little danger.
No creditable reports have reached
here of any damage to the oil wells,
tanks and pipe lines in the Tampico
and Panuco region, ibnt the Corona
and other great wells in the Panuco
district are overflowing.
Many thousand barrels of oil are being lost
daily because no effective way of
stopping the flow has been found.
Rebels Hope to Take Capital
Chihuahua', Mex. April 29. Recent
coTifItuHonnUst siieepsses. notably the

ontu$d

the further
capture
defeats said to have been inflicted
upon the retreating federals in engagements between Monterey and
bythe rebel forces, have Induced
a widespread feeling among the heads
of the constitutionalist army that Mexico City soon ' will be in their hands.
It Is asserted by them that the
of the embargo on arms
along the Texas border will not cramp
the operations of General Villa's army
against Saltillo and other points to
tbe south.
There is a feeling of confidence that
Villa has sufficient ammunition, to
conduct operations until Tampico is
taken by the constitutionalists, giving
the rebels a port exeipt from the operations of the embargo. There is a
Impression here that the
fail of Tampico can not be long deSal-till-

n

'

-

The arrival of the newspaper men
the defenders of the camp their
first opportunity to communicate with
the outside world. Postmaster Cow-derentrusted to an Associated Press
reporter messages to the poBtoffice Inspectors in Denver and Washington,
notifying them of the destruction of
"
''
the mail.
Not a shot was fired from the hills
as the newspaper men drove up the
canyon road. The strikers had van
ished. Earlier advices had indicated
that they were headed toward Tabasco
and Berwiud, important camps of the
Colorado Fuel and rron company. The
Forbes defenders, however, believed
the assailants had gone in the direction of Trinidad.

PEOPLES BANK

gave

y

ask for protection for ;the Italians in

strike riota in Colorado. The alleged
murder of six lttle children was the
immediate, cause of the request for
the assurance of. further protection.

Strikers' "Troops" Busy
Trinidad, Colo., April 29. "General"
John "Give 'em hell" Brown, In command of the strikers' military camp
at San, Raafel admitted at 1:15 o'clock
today that a body of his troops had
left the camp last night and had just
returned. He would not give the number In the party.
Reports to the office of the Colorado
Fuel and Iron company were that 150
or more strikers, all armed and some
of them carrying two rifles, passed
through the northern limits of Trlni-deand "entered the strikers' camp
shortly before noon.
d
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Soldier

Leav Leavenworth
Leavenworth, Kans., April 29. The
Second equadron of the. Fifth United
States cavalry, ordered to the Colora
do etrlke zone entrained at Fort
Albuquerque, N. M., April 29. May Leavenworth for Trinidad, at 3 o'clock
or Boatrlght today declared vacant the
is, morning. 'I txe troops 300 strong,
office, .of city attorney held by John under "command of Oantain r. n.
C. Lewis, on the ground that Lewis, Smith', traveled without mounts.
The
t
to Santa Fe Monday night squadron should arrive in Trinidad
In an automobile to get the order re 'early tomorrow morning.
NEW MAYOR OF ALBUQUERQUE
NOW IS INVOLVED IN FIGHT
WITH ATTORNEY

.

Man to take contract to
drag highway from Las Vegas to a
point on the Mora road, fio-- T'U'.i- -

WANTED

-

'

SALE Jersey heifer, will' be
fresh in about three weeks. Inquire
N. O. Herman, 429 Grand avenue.

20

A Night of Enthralling Interest

American League
Cleveland at St. Louis.
Chicago at Detroit
Boston at New York.
Washington at Philadelphia.

Every phase of Japanese life superbly illustrated and
depicted as vividly as though seen by the audience.

'

A

powerful Society Drama in one act and sqe$
from Japanese Operas by accomplished artists.

'

National League
Pittsburgh at Chicago.
St. Louis at Cincinnati.
Philadelphia at Brooklyn.
New York at Boston; rain.
Federal League-1- '
Baltimore at Chicago.
Brooklyn at Kansas City,
frftsburgh at Indianapolis.
Buffalo at St. Louis.

Ir".''"'.
,

;

;

SEATS
-

MONDAY

t

prv

:

:

SALE at MURPIIEV'S

TUESDAY

-

and

- WEDNESDAY.

-

Pricesl75c and 50c

!

Chlldrennder

14

years 25c.

NO

AM--
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STANDING OF THE CLUBS

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY
National League
W.

L.

Pet

Pittsburgh
Brooklyn
Philadelphia
Cincinnati

9

2

5

2

.818
.714

New York

4

5
6

Chicago
St. Louis
Boston

4

:

.625
.500

3

6
4
7

.500
.364
.364
.25

4

.

,2

American League
'
Detroit
Chicago
Philadelphia

.

W.
8
7.

'

.

,

New! York

.556
.500

5
'
r-

-i

.B00
.455
.444
.273

8

Washington
Si Louis
Boston
Cleveland
'..

i

4

3

Federal League ,
Buffalo
Baltimore
Brooklyn
Chicago
Indianapolis
Kansas City
Pittsburgh

--

,

W.

L.

Pet

8

2
2

.800

1

St. Louis

4
4

.-

4
4
6
6
7
5

4

5
5

1

..4

2

.667
.500

.500
.455
.455
.364
.286

Western League
Denver
St. Joseph

-

L.

Pet

,7

3
3
4

.700
.625
:.656
.500

l'r"'

Des Moinea

Wichita
Topeka -- Sioux City.
Omaha
Lincoln

W.
--

--

5

5
4
3
-:-

5
6
6
' 5
1

.l-4''

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
c

ot of Main

At Indianapolis
R. H. E.
7 11 2
Pittsburgh .. ..
.
8 15 5
Indianapolis
Pet Batteries:
Walker
and
Knetzer,
.667
Blllard and Rari-de.583 Berry; KaiBerling,

.455
.444
.375
.364

"i

announced that he will give a series
of Music-Alectures, covering a period of about eight weeks, each year.
Professor Layton plans to cover practically the entire country with his
lecturesk visltnig various sections each,
year. He has given several such lec'
At Kansas City
R. H. E. tures in Las Vepas and has been, reBrooklyn . ...
.....i...S 7 2 markably successful.
Kansas City
.,.0 6 2 Professor Layton has Issued a hand
some circular descriptive of his lecWestern League
tures and has mailed a copy to the
At Topeka
.R.H.E. managers of lyceum bureaus in sever.... 11 is 2 al parts of the country. The circular
Topeka .
Lincoln
5 9 3 is a work of art, and is
elaborately
Batteries: Clark and McAllister: illustrated with beautiful half ton
Dessau, Jordan, Meyers and Roher,
pictures of Indians and Indian Instruments, which are used by Professor
Layton in his leceures. There are also
two handsome views of Professor Lay-ton- 's
beautifully equipped studio. Tha
circular contains a large number of
IECT0IIE
recommendations for Professor Layton
and favorable comments upon Ids
LAS VEGAS MUSICIAN WILL GIVE work, it was printed by Tha Ontio
and Is the finest job of
MUSIC-ARTALKS ALL OVER
printing of
this kind ever done in New Mexico.
THE COUNTRY

At Detroit
Chicago'.-,..-

-

R.H. E
1

'

7

1

Detroit
.............4 7 1
Batteries: Runnell, Clcotte, Fisher
and Schalk; Main and Stanage. -

rt

......

,

uhoji imioaoii

PLOT!!

T

Professor E, E. Wentworth'"tayton.
Socialists of New Hampshire: har
the successful piano instrueW, who named a state
ticket for the Novem
maintains studios in Las Vegas, has ber election.

American League
R.H.E.
At Philadelphia
..1 6 3
Washington
2 4
Philadelphia ..
Batteries: Johnson and AinsmitJh;
Wyckoff ana Lapp.

National League
0 !
At Boston-- ;
3 8 2
New York . 4 j
1 4 1
Boston i
.ijatterfes:'
Demaree and McLean ;
President Wants Mediation
and Gowdy.
Rudulph5
April 29. President Meyers;.
Washington,
Wilson has gFked.the president of the
At Chicago
v R. H. E.
Kentucky Sliae Operators' association
5 8 2
Pittsburgh
and the Alabama Mina Ooerativer.' or2 10 3
Chicago
to
Washington for a confer
ganization
and
McQuillan
Batteries;.
Gibson;
ence with the view to further attempt
a mediation of the Colorado mine Humphries, Vaughn and Archer.
strike.
At Ciucinnati
R.H.E.
It wag understood that acting on
1
4 2
St. Louis
Witeon
nt
the
request of Secretary
1
8
Cincinnati
...
..6
department of latxsr, these two men,
Batteries: . Doak, Niohaus and Wln- emowners
the
and
the
representing
and Clark, Gonzales.
ployes of coal mine interests, already ;o; Douglass
and
way-twere on the
Washington
Federal League
that they prbt)&lly': would select a
REE.
third party and go to the scenes of
Sal ti more
1 3 0
the, disorders ta Colorado.
0
5 12
Chicago
Speaks for Italians'
Batteries:
JackSmith
and
Suggs,
called'
ambassador
Italian
The
litsch:
Hewirix
Block..
to
and
of
.the
state
cn
secretary
morning
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A Fight

;

straining the mayor from taking
of the police chief's
office, had violated the law in leaving
the city without the mayor's permission. Lewis has refused to vacate1 the
office, and the mayor has a second
legal battle on his hands, due to the
councils tanure to confirm Ms appointments. The order restraining the
mayor from interfering with the chief
of police will be heard here Saturday;.

APRIL 29.

WEDNESDAY,

From !!teCradIe fo:tli8Grave In

d

who-wen-

THE DUNCAN
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'
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TR.UST CO.

Capital and Surplus $122,747,00

deep-seate-

:

Then Why Pay More?

(Continued from Page One),

at Walsenburg
Walsenburg, Colo., April 29. A
sharp engagement occurred between
strikers and militia north of town
shortly before midday in which Private O. L. Wilmoth was wounded, ,in
the leg. No other casualties were re
ported.
Additional troops were sent to the
scene. The location of this engagement was on the opposite side of th&
town from the Walsen mine, where
desultory firing1 continued during
most of then ight
At 2 o'clock Sheriff Jefferon Fair
rejwrted that he Jiad definite knowllayed.
edge of the wounding of only one
Hospital arrangements provided for man in today's,
fighting here.
Villa's soldiers are excellent
There
are a number of American surgeons
Troopers Have- Explicit Orders
in the service and the work of physiPueblo, Colo.,- April 29. A special
cians has been rendered exceptionally
train over the .Denver and Rio Grand-effective because they have been able railroad
reached here at 10:25 o'clock
to direct the.ir entire attention to the
this morning bearing Troops B and H,
wounded.
Villas' army seems to be
United States cavalry,' from Fort D.
extraordinarily immune from the camp A. Russell, Wyoming; to the Canon
defeases common to many armed fre- City district of the coal strike zone,
es.! Another factor which has light-eijiiThe train left here for Canon City at
the work of the surgeons is the 10:35 o'clock. The
left their
eljjraordinary fortitude shown by the horses behind and troopers'
will do duty on
wounded, and the readiness
with toot
They are in- command of Cap
which the men recover from serious
tain
Lee J. Parker.
v
wounds.
Armed with carbines and revolvers,
the 100 men who are all grizzled vetRebels Win a Victory
erans, saw active service ia the Phil
Juarez, Mex., April 29. An official ippines
during the Spanish-America- n
report received here today from Gen war.
are proceeding to Canon
They
eral Murguia of the constitutionalist
City, so Captain Parker said, with exarmyfjtates thit 400 federal prison plicit instructions to put down all vioers, ajarge amount of ammunition and lence
and disorders, by whoever ac
1,200 rifles were captured by the reb
tuated.
els at Allende, April 25 and 26. GenArriving at Canon City, the troops
eral Murguia declares that the fight
will receive additional instructions and
ing lasted 12 hours and that the fed will
be scattered to vari
erals left many dead, oa the field and ous immediately
points where fighting is now or
w6undedt.roi:ibW joss, he said, has
recently been In progress. Attach
was 48 killed and wounded.
ed to the train was a boxcar loaded
wita mules, ammunition and supply
.
,
flATMGIIT GETS INTO wagons.
.The troops are due to arrive in Can- City at 12:30 o'clock this' after
DIFFICULTIES noon. '
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By Express Yesterday,

VeL'mgs, Ruchlngs, Laces end Trimmings.
wuiiou veumg, an colors, and the latest Mesa Veilings., 18c and 23c
The very newest Rugclungs, Jru, White, Black, ta, far
S"e
A beautiful Lavender piece for only
t.i..
1
j ;
r
Pretty Oriental Laces, w'bite and ecru- lj
'
Linen Cluny Laces, 25c values for
12
10,
Gold and Silver Trim nil i;gs, rich
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SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOP N
A. M. Regular comiiw Meets every Monday nlrtt ft
munication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avema
third Thursday
In 8 o'clock.
Welting members art
earn month. Visiting dia!ly welcome. J. c. Wertx,
bothers cordially In dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; fl, ft
vited. Guy M. Cary, W. M., H. S. Van Bally, Treasurer.

COLUMN
RATES

FOR

rrt

CLASSIFIED

Petten, Secretary,
Meets first and third Vie
day evenings each month at Weo
men hall. Visiting brothers cordial
'
lylnyited to attend. C. N. Douflaa
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary

F. O. E.

LAS VEGA

COMMANDERY, NO. I,
Reg-Jla- r
KNIGHTS TEMPLAJt

Five cents per lino each Insertion.
Reggy I suppose that your fathei Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
Yaes-aaconclave
S
was quite pleased when he learned No ad tc occupy less space than two
In
Ha-each
at
centh
I
owned
and
was
an
I lines
All advertisement
that
old salt
charged
sonlo Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H.
real yacht
will be booked at space actually set
M. smith, E. C; Chas. Tamme. Re
Peggy Yes, and he added that 11 without
to number of words-Casregard
he'
around
corder.
,
dont
hanging
you
quit
In advlnct preferred.
going to pepper you.
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. S, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular
WHY IT FAILED
first Monday in
each month at. Masonic
Temple at 7:0
m. p. No.
A. Brlnegar, H.
O. No.
P.;
No.
lood, Becretary.
No.
?: F- - LA8 VEGAS OtGE NO
4.-every Monday
OPTIC NUMBER, MAIN t.
their hall on Sixth street evening at No.
All
brethren cordially tovlte to Siting No.
attend.
No.
leDN-Q-- ;
Rogers,
v
No.
a'
Karl
Heoretary;
WertZ. TreiHiiro,-- .
.
ct
FOR SALE Whitf Leghorn and
Cemetery Trustee.
y

h

he

15

O'p'Hc Py0,
MAIN 2

East Bound
Arrive

Depart
7:20 p. m
7:45 t.
4.. ..11:54 p. m... . .11:61 p.
2:30 a.
8.... '2:25 a. m
1:35 p. m
2:06 t. .
West Bound
1

r.

It....

--

Arrive

Meet

'

1....

7....

....

Depart

a

p. m.....
a. m
p. m
p. m

1:10
6:35
4:20
6:35

I....

r

1:35
6:41 a.
4:3 y.
7:00 . m

In-M-

Eunner Duck batching eggs.
$1.00 per 14. Right now is: tihiei time B- - P. O. ELKS
Meets second and
to iset them. Phone Main 315.
fourth Tuesday
North Eighth street. Koogler Bros. month Elks" home evening of each
on Ninth street
and Douglas avenue.
brothers
Visiting
100 BUFF ROCK baby chicks, $12.00. are
cordially Invited. Wm.
SpringMoney must accompany order. Will er, Exalted
First Actor And you went out on
Ruler; D.. W. Condon,
treat
Mrs.
drama!
sea
In
you
E.
a
right.
the road
Maggie
genuine
Secretary.
Was the trip successful?
Stevens, Humboldt, Kan.
Second Actor No; there were to
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR-ITmany light houses.
COUNCIL

v

For Rent

HIS CHANCE

NO.

2390,-M-

W. O. W. hall, Sixth

eets

This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon
-- if you use

In

7

street, on the

first and third Mondayg of each
RENT Furnished room, good month at 8 p. m. Visiting
Knights and
Ladies always welcome. O. L. Fiers-man- ,
location. Apply Optic
President; A. D. Tillman, Flnan
cler; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
Montague,
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth
etreet,
WANTED Farm hand at the Harvey
East Las Vegas, N. M.
ranch. Address Box B., City.
FOR

Wanted

t-

VERY

Eukei

Attorney

ROUGH

Las Vegas.

New Men

DR. F. B. HUXMANN

Dentist
Dental work of any description at
moderate prices
Room 1, Center Block. Office Phone
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 413
East Las Yegas. New Mexico

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
Love at Woodmen of the World hall,
on the second and fourth Mondays of
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart,
Sonsul; Q. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W

(KNUINEWM.
ROGERS It
SONS' 6 A A
STANDARD

SILVER

Montague, Local Deputy,
Yisitlni
members are especially welcooe ans
cordially invited.
KNIGHTS

OF

Treatment, Facial Massage, ManK
cure. Chiropody.
Steam Laundry Building
Phone Vegas 128
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.

Young Lawyer This Is but a rougi
draft of my brief.
Old Lawyer Then It needs filing.

HUMOROUS STORY

B.

S

MONUMENT

CO

Albuquerque, N, M.
'
215 E. Central
23 Years Practical Experience.
A. JONES
W. W. BOWERS

NEW

MEXICO TESTING

LABORA-

TORIES
ASSAY ANYTHING
415 Copper Ave., Albuquerque, N.

FRENCH-1RE-

Y

(STERLING) FINISH

L

EMPRESS!
can be ok- -

NO. 804.

tained in uui ary irom

ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES
2,000 lbs., or More, Each Dslwery
1,000 lbs, to 2,000 lbs. Each Dsllvery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
60 lbs, to 209 lb., Each Delivery

Ltsa than M lbs. Each Delivery

.w......t
....w...25o
M.y.....M4

le

.M. w

per 1H IHi
per Itt Ike.
per 1H Ifc.
par 185 l

Pr

193 l

AGUA PUnA COMPANY
K3

Harvestere, Btoren, u4 Dlatrlbutora ef Katmral lee, the Parifl
Las Use Qualities ( Whleh gars Made Lai
fftsn95'
OFFICE 711 DOUGLAS AVENUZ

fs

M,

Rheumatic Pains Relieved
Wny suffer from rheumatism when
relief may be had at so email a cost?
Mrs. Elmer Hatch, Peru, Ind., wTltos,
"I have Ibeen subject to attacks of
rheumatism for years. Chamberlain's
Liniment always relieves me Immediately, and I take pleasure in recommending It to others." 25 and 50
cent bottles. For sale by all dealers.
'

ANT Ads
Are Best'

Was that story you printed a tention to appropriate water were filed today with State Engineer James
humorous effort?
Whiz It was.
A. French by the following:
Quiz It didn't malre anybody laugh.
M. J. Nagel, Santa Fe. for snrlnir
W2iia WellTit was a good joke on water
in Hondo arroyo to irrigate 60
who
anyhow,
the editor
accepted it,
acres with a ZVz inch pipe Una
P. J. Horsey, Tres Piedras, Taos
'
Disreputable.
Census Taker Who lives with you! county, for ZV eeeond feet from Cow
Frenchman. My mere (mother) and creek to reclaim. 180 acre.
W. R. Ecles, Roswell, for 2.2 second
ct7 f!"e (daughter).
CViiBua Taker Or it Scott;
yo feet
by pumping from Pecos to irrimust live In a stable.
gate 2fi0 acres. '
t

Market Finders

'

Cltstin
THEY WANT WATER
Fe, April 29. Notices of In

;

'

Adv.

Quiz

is.

Made by GERMAN PROCESS
ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT S

COLUMBUS, COUN-CIMeet
second and
onrth Thursday la. O. R, C hall.
Profeslonal Health Culture for Ladles Pioneer
building;. Visiting memberi
MRS. OLLIE 8HEARER
are cordlall.T Invited. Richard Devlne,
General Massage, Hair and 6calp
Q. K.; Frank Angel, F. 8.

JONES-BOWEH-

giving you

FLOUR nclb

-;

Greenclay, Secretary.

HUNKER & HUNKER
George A. Huniter. Chester A.

'

you 'd do any
way when you
leam how Much
Betfer EMPRESS

t

ful force, indeed.

FLOUR

a present for do
ing something

Meets second and
WANTED Well bred pigs a month
fourth
Thursday evening each
or 6 weeks old. Address H. A, Harmonth at W. O. VT. hall. Visiting
vey, Box B, City.
brothers cordially invited. Howard T
WANTED Experienced cook. Apply Davis, Dictator; p. A. Lim Secretary,
E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 54t
1053 Eighth street.
I. O. of B. B. Meets
every first Tues
WANTED
Sewing; prices reasonable. day of the month In the vestry roomi
Mary M. Richert, 402 East National uf Temple Montefiore at
o'clock
m. Visiting brothers are
avenue.
cordially in
vlted. Isaac Appel, President;. Charles

ATTOKNEY8

EMPRESS

It

L. O. O. MOOSE

Mrs. Henpeck Niagara has a wonderful force. When I first saw It 1
was speechless for a full minute.
Mr. Henpeck It must have wonder
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"Once, madam," returned
formed now."
"Will you do something for
"Anything in my power,
will."
"Will you break open a

A REFORMED THIEF

Bill

"re-

me?"
surely
safe

for

tne?"
"Oh, now!" fairly shouted , Bill,
springing to his feet in the wildest excitement, "I promised never to do that
same again."
"Not if it was to get at a person's
own property and baffle a wicked
schemer, and do a good deed?"
"That looks different," said Bill.
"Well, I wish a safe broken open. 1
have been trying to do It myself with
an ax."
"Hammer and chisel is all I need,"
observed Bill, with a Blight remnant of
his old professional pride. "If you
could explain a little farther"
"I will do so," said the housekeeper.
"In an upper room of this house an old
man, John Noble, is lying desperately
111.
My dear sweet mistress, Anabel
Bryce, his granddaughter, is with him.
For a month her cousin, Doctor Boyd,
a villain, has attended Mr. Noble. He
has kept his aged relative under tbe
influence of dangerous drugs all along
and has Induced him to sign certain
papers that would rob my pretty Anabel and her lover of their fortune,
ehould Mr. Noble die and the doctor
produce them. These papers Boyd,
who went away yesterday for a few
days, locked in the safe and took the
key away with him. Mr. Noble has
awakened to the truth and wishes the
papers destroyed before Boyd returns.
one and
The safe is an
with your skill"
"It will be as easy as opening an old
iron box," declared Bill. "Get me a
chisel and hammer, madam, and count
the work done."
"Some good in the world after all
Burglar Bill congratulated himself, ae
he deftly opened the old safe in the
room of the invalid and saw a package
of papers taken therefrom and cast into the blazing grate.
Then old Mr. Noble put out safe
relaguards to keep his
tives from coming into the house
again. He began to recover his health,
and a month later, closing up all his
business affairs, after the marriage o!
his granddaughter to Earle Summer, he
went with them to their new home.
Meantime Burglar Bill had worked
around the place as a hired man. One
day Mrs. Warden came to him.
"Mr. Day" that was Bill's rignt
name Mr. rsoDie nas given mo
little farm as a reward for my loDg
service to the family. How would you
like to try farming?"
"With you,' answered Bill honestly
it would be an Ideal life."
And so there was another quiet, hap

By 8ELINA ELIZABETH HIGGINS.
Burglar Bill breasted the storm
bravely. Tha lights oi a village were
directly ahead of him, and be pressed
en through the deep fallen snow with
vlBlon of warmth, food and comfort

'
head.
was a reformed burglar
Bill
Burglar
That was the reason why he was in the
most deplorable condition of his life.
Hard aB had been bis luck for' the past
week, he had a "trade" that would
have brought him a ready Income with
no other equipment than a pair of pincers and a skeleton key.
But when Bill had left the penitenl
tiary, his sentence reduced
through tbe kindly intervention of 8
friendly and human chaplain, he had
made a sacred promise "never to break
a safe again."
It bad been hard work so far keeping that pledge. Bill had gone to the
city. Whenever he got honest work
however, either the police exposed
him1 or old cronies came about the
place and got htm into disrepute.
So now Bill was tramping about the
country, where his past was not
known. It was at a bad season of the
year for work, and, caught In a great
now storm, he was now making his
VAT towards the nearest village.
"I can't go much further," breathed
t
exhausted wanderer, as
the
he neared a lonely house set by it sell
In the midst of extensive grounds. "1
ee a light In that place. I'll apply for
something to eat, for I'm nearly famished, Surely they wouldn't turn ft dog
from their step a night like this."
Burglar Bill went around to the
He
kitchen door of the house.
knocked, and a stout, comely woman
answered his summons. Her Bympa
thetlc face gave him a welcome before
he spoke, his forlorn aspect appealing
to her pity at once.
"What do you want?" she asked
wonderingly.
"A bit to eat, madam, a warm cornei
In a barn, anywhere so I can rest aftei
a
tramp In the deep snow."
"Who are you a workman?"
"No, ma'am," answered Bill. "I'm
not much of anything as yet. I was
a burglar."
The frank
admission somewhat
daunted Mrs. Warden, the bouBekeepone-hal-

well-nigh-
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ten-mil- e
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Deftly Opened the Old Safe.

Then the frank truthfulness of the
applicant, his eager, wistful face at
tracted her.
"That is not a very creditable thing
to say," observed Mrs. Warden..
"No, madam, but it's the truth. I am
not trying to hide anything, and 1
wouldn't be here begging If I wasn't an
honest man.1
"Come In and welcome," spoke the
generous-heartehousekeeper, 'acting
oo a womanly Impulse of her true na
tore. "We have sickness and trouble
is the house and I can't pay much at-tention to you, but you can help your
self to what you see on the table
there, and rest sear the stove till 1
apeak to my master as to bow we ma;
stow you for the night."
"Ton mean to say you trust me Id
the bojjse here; that you believe what
I say?"
f "Why should I not, when I see the"
truth of a striving, maybe tempted
man In your face?" challenged Mrs.
Warden steadily. "I have had trouble
myself and I feel sorry for you, and 1
am glad to help you."
Burglar Bill told his story In frag
ments while he ate like a famished
Mrs.
man. Then a bell summoned
Warden to another part of the house
Knd he was left alone.
"A fine woijian, a true woman," he
"What comfort
mused gratefully.
after the long, hard tramp!" And, well
fed and content, he snuggled down In
his chair by the warm, cheery kitchen
er.

.

d

,
:

f

:

Ere

He noted drowsily that the house
Aeeper passed through the kitchen. He
saw her return with an ax, and won
dered. He roused up In a .etrange
amaze as soon thereafter there sound
ed from the upper part of the house
a vast thudding:, crashing noise; It
"was as If that ax was being uted to bat
iter something to pieces,
Mrs. Warden came down Into the
ikltcben looking flustered and breath
:less, as though she had been under
going some very forcible exercise. She
icame straight up to Bill and, looked
him earnestly in the face.
i

"You said you were a

'tostim.li

burglar"

she

IN

HEAVILY

Richard Conylngham

BATTLE

Corfield.

t

1914.

29,

The case of the Jacques Aceqitla vs.
The Bloomfield DTlcb. took almost a
week. In the case of Tucker Lofr.ua
and Hall, ditch contractors, who were
sued for Ifi.OOO damages because of
the flooding of the town of Farming-to- n
when a gopher dug through the
banks of a ditch the defendants were
constructing, Judge Abbott gave judgment foe $3,000.
Ten opinions were Landed down In
cases that had been previously heard
and the litigation on the docket was

CAPITAL

Clves Comfort to Stout Persona
Judge Abbott returnA good wholesome cathartic tkat
ed last evening as- did Deputy Clerk
Edward L Safford, Attorney A. M. has a stimulating effect on the stosa-acliver and bowels is Foley CatharEdward3 and Court Stenographer Mrs.
tic Tablets. Thoroughly cleansing in
McNitt.
action, they keep youi regular with no
NAMED
POSTMASTERS
griping and no unpleasant after efSanta Fe, April 29. Postmaster fects. They remove that gassy disJohn Pflueger was notified today that tended feeling so uncomfortable to
the following New Mexico postmasters stout persons. O. G. Schaefer anS
Red Cross Drug Store.- Adv.
shave been commissioned: Jennie Fen-toLouis
B.
Organ;
Bently,
Dunlap;
Subscribe for Tne Op tie
Henry D, Murray, Tinnie.
well cleaned up.

h,

-

PAID IN

SURPLUS

e,.

$100,000.00

50,000.fl

f

it

J. M. Cunningham, Preside

Frank Springer,

I D. T. Hosklni, Cashier.
E. S. Lewis, As I't. Cask.
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-

I

i
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LAS VEGAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

I

I

!

I

I

LASo VEGAS SAVINGS DAKZI

A ,. valuable dressing Tor flesh
wounds, burns, scalds, old sores, rash,
chafed skin, Is BALLARD" 3 SNOW
LINIMENT; it Is both healing and
antiseptic. Price 25c, 50c and $1.00
per bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co.

1 1

-

CAPITAL STOQil

Adv.

utterly destroying It. Tbe engage
meet was bo sudden and the fighting
IMPORTANT DITCH CASES
so savage that fifty members o( the
Santa
Fe, April 29li A number of
were
Mr.
Corfield,
oorpe, Including
killed or wounded. The Camel corps important ditch cases were adjudicat
is one of the most picturesque ed by Judge E. C. Abbott while in San
tranches of the British service.
Juan county. In tihe case of tho Hal- ford Ditch vs. The Independent Ditch,
MAN MADE A DARING
LEAP each, ide produced thirty witnesses.
The ditches cover 25 miles and prac
Pittsburgh Iron Worker Has a Close tically- every Battler under them ap
Call From Death When He
peared.
Jumps From Bridge.

Office with the

-

C30,C0D&0

D.

i

Frldent
Tics President

rrurw

HOSKINS

.

t

SanMiue) National Back

WM. Q. HAYDON
B. W, KELLY

Interest PaJd On Deposits

-

Altoona, Pa. Believing that the
Twelfth Btreet bridge crossing the
Pennsylvania tracks was on fire and
that he was going to be burned ui
unless he escaped, W. J. Beale, an
iron worker of Pittsburgh, plunged
from the bridge to the tracks below
and directly In front of an expresi
train that was pulling out of the Penn
sylvania station. The man's escape
from death was miraculous. '
He sustained only a sprained ankle
py wedding.
s the engineer of the train shut oil
(Copyright, 191. by W. G. Chapman.)
the power as soon as he saw the mat
leaping through the air, and the en
FRIEND
HIS
MOTHER-IN-LAgine pushed the man off the track
on account of the slow speed
at
Beale was ar
Young Londoner's Scheme to Make which It was going.
rested for trespassing on the railroac
Traditional Trouble Maker Onar-acte-r
of the Past.
property; but was later released ant
sent home.
A vouthful prospective bridegroom
has just begun an interesting experiTURKEY TROT FOE TO BEAUTY
ment by taking a house in a London
snhurb and living alone with" hie pro
a month before Russian Princess Warns American
spective mother-in-laGirls Against the Wild New
the marriage.
Dance.
Crave warnings from his friends lea
him to do this to prove that the old
New York. Princess
Lowensteln,
conventional Idea that the mother-in-lais necessarily a menace to the the wife of a Russian nobleman and
Boldler who fell in the Philippines at
peace and happiness of a household the time
Aguinaldo was captured,
has become a myth.
warns the American girls against turTf the exDerlence of the montn 18
will re key trotting as a foe to beauty.
encouraging the mother-in-la"These wild new dances," the
main, and the next and more anxious
He princess Bald, "which your girls are
ntaern will beein after marriage.
will doing day in and day out are showing
recognizes that the mother-in-laThe dancers get to
be on her best behavior but thinks their effects.
like old, haggard women. The
that a month will give him a good in look
American girl is noted for her looka
sight into her character.
and
justly, too; but she certainly will
off
very
week
has
"The first
passed
lose all her freshness and sweetness
happily," he Bays, "although we still if she
persists in keeping up this
have the decorators in. The situation
everlasting bacchanalian dancing."
la full of hope because my mother-in-lawoman, always
is a
ANNUAL COST OF ILLNESS
willing to compromise.
"In the morning Bhe eees tnat ine
bath water is nicely hot, and if I am Physician Asserts That Is Is $750r- late and have to hurry over breakfast
000,000 a Year in the United
she smiles, has tbe meal ready to the
States.
minute on the table ana does not taiB
while I am- reading the paper. She
New York. Some surprising state
sees that the toast is "done exactly as ments were made at the meeting of
prop-erlcoffee
is
I like it and that the
tbe American Public Health associamade.
tion, held at Colorado Spring, by Dr. J.
"If I am working late at the offlce B. Andrews, of this city. Doctor Anshe tells me on the telephone not to drews, who is secretary of the Ameri
woirv about getting home to a very can Association tor Labor Legislation,
late dinner, but to have a comfortable said that the annual loss In business
meal in town. When I get home my through illness amounted to $ 760,000,dinners are warm by the fire. If 1 000. and that fully
of this
am very late she does not sit up for loss could be prevented.
me.
"On my part I gratify her by relat
STICKS HEAD lljJFLY WHEEL
ing the many charming ways I have
noticed in her daughter and how in
tenselv I feel her absence. The moth Broken In Health, Hat Factory Em
ploye Kills Himself in Most
er expresses her determination to
Peculiar Way.
leave us after marriage if she feels
the least bit of an intruder in her
New York. Broken In health and
daughter's house.
"I am convinced that by studying tired of life at the age of sixty-threeach other'e likes and dislikes, as we years, Wallace D. Richardson, stock
are doing now, we are avoiding all man in a Bleecker Btreet hat factory,
t
fly
sorts of unpleasant little contretemps stuck his head into a
that would crop up between two com wheel making 200 revolutions a min
parative strangers. And what is very ute. H1b body, with the head badly
important, I am getting a hold on her crushed, was found near tbe fly wheel
Hvmnathv.
She will not be bo dls shortly afterward. Letters on his per
nosed to side with the wife, as moth son told that he intended to seek
are commonly supposed to death to end his troubles
do." London Correspondence In New
Sava Husband Was Cruel.
York Sun.
Pittsburgh, Pa. Mrs. Minnie Hap-d- t
of Washington. Pa., declaring her
Hadn't Bara.ained for That
self
unhappy with Edgar C. Happy,
was
I
an
exam
"I thought
taking
started an action for divorce
haa
ination for the railway mall service.
HatDV charges that Hannv
Mrs.
"You, are," said tho examiner, "you
threw knives at her and also tossed
are."
her through a plate glass window.
"They ask me how far it is from
the earth to the moon.
Will Stop Flirtations,
"What of that?"
N. Y. Trustees her
Southnyack,
"1
the
said
candidate,
"Well,"
have had the village green brightly
an
on
taking
airship ir.imunated to
hadn't figured
prevent nocturnal
run." Kansas City JournaL
flirtations.
sweet-nature-

APRIL

WEDNESDAY,

Mrs. Wm T. TbompEon, of Battle
Creek, Mich, writes: "I have been
troubled with Indigestion, sour stom
British Camel Corp Has Many Killed
ach and bad breath. After taking two
and Wounded Fighting Savage
bottles of Chamberlain s Tablets I am
Dervishes.
well
These tablets are splendid
London. Mr. Richard Conyngham none better." For sale by all dealers
Corfield recently fell a victim of an atAdv.
tack of tbe Dervishes in Somaliland.
It was against these barbarous men Foley Kidney PHIs Successful for
that he had organized the Camel
To have a fine healthy complexion
corps.
Although only about thirty
the liver must be active, the bow
valuold he had performed
year
els
regular and the blood pure. All
able service for his country in some
of its most dangerous outposts, not this is brought about by using HER- the least being that of the formation BINS. It thoroughly scours the liv
of the Camel Constabulary corps oi er, stomach and bowels, puts the body
160 men under three British officers. In fine condition and restores that
Front 1901 to 1909 he served In South clear,
pink and white complexion so
Africa and. in Somaliland until 1970,
desired by ladles. Price 60c.
much
went
to
be
when
Northern Nigeria,
from which he returned to Somaliland Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.
last year to organize the Camel corps.
The Dervishes feared it mightily and Reliable Foley's Honey and Tar Com
made t'telr fierce attack with the idea
pound
Just be sure that you buy Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound it is a
reliable medicine for coughs, colds,
croup, whooping coughs, bronchial and
la grippe coughs, which are weakening to the system. It also gives
prompt and definite results for hoarseness, tickling throat and stuffy wlieezy
breathing. O. G. Sohaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
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First Impressions Are Lasting
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BEST QUALITY BOND ENVELOPES
NO. 694 SIZE

3x6

$4.00 per 1000

ix9H

IN.

$2,50
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4xll

IN.

$2.75

for

NO. 10 SIZE

IN.
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$4.00 per 1000
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XXX HAG

ENVENO. 12 SIZE

SIZE

3x6
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$4.50

$2.50 for 500.
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HARVEY'S IS OPEN
34th season of this famous moun-

he Browne Xonight

You Surely Want the Best in

tain resort. Carriage out every Saturday
morning, returning following
Friday; charge, including passage
both ways $10. Special rates for long
er time. Address East Las Vegas,
Box B. Leave orders at Murphey's
or Plaza hotel. Adv.

GIVE EXCELLENT

SHOW

ANT0NIN1.
And in One, one half, one qparteri one eighth one sixteenth
Gallon Tins,
'
"
i' ''
:
The Best California Oil is

We

--

LOCAL

NEWS

Light automobile ' lamps
this evening.

"

-

.

Sty I mar

at

7:13

Saturday night

Old Taylor whisXey' and Sherwood
Bye at the Opera Bar. Ady.

Self Rising

' Pinch's Golden
Wedding Eye, aged

in wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. .At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

Flour

9

Adv. "

'

'

'

-

'.

Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Sackman are thiet
parents of a haby girl, bora to them
Monday afternoon at the Las Vegas

hospital.

;

-

...

great New
York musical comedy hit "High Jinks"
in "The Mutual Girl," tonight at the
Mutual theater. Adv.

;.

There will foe a meeting of the
club tomorrow evening at 8
o'clock, at ib!e,. Masonic temple. All
members are requested' to be present.

J.'.L'r.:.Y6I2(
i

Scot-tishRl-

It is the highest' grade of shortening that can be produced

ASK YOUR GROCER
THE LIGHT LOVELY LOAVES.
of bread made

from

our

Pure Quill flour are the pride
of the careful housekeeper.
She likes to see her family
and visitors enjoy them.
She enjoys them herself.
A sack of Pure Quill flour
makes poor baking almost
impossible. Order one today
and your bread, cakes, etc.,
will be as good as anybody's
better than most people's.
'
'

Las Vegas Roller Mills

15he

Jefferson Reynolds, President
' S. B. Davis, Vice President
E. DJtaynolds, Vice President
HalJet Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke. Assistant Cashier.

FIRST NATIONAL BAMS
,

:-

-;

ORtA&.VEOASr,N.;M."VI"-i-

t

Last night at the Caatenada hotel
occurred a little party given by EX, T.
Plowman to a number of friends. The
party was a birthday affair, today being Mr. Plowman's girthday, but as
business forced him to leave this evening the event was staged a day early.
The party proved a Jolly event.
The following civil service examinations will be held in this city on. the
dates mentioned:
May 20 Litho(male)
salary $700.
helper
grapher's
May 25 Awning maker (male) salary
$900. June 1 Technical assistant in
pbaramacolorg (male) salary $1,800 to
June 3 Inspector's assistant
$2,000.
(mala) salark $840. For all other information see Oscar Linberg at the
postoffioet.

That the grass is coming up nicely
upon the range is the statement of
F. E. Brumley. M. J. Neely and A. A.
Pritchard, cattle men of Buxton, who.
were in Las Vegas today on a business visit They say the grass is
thick and rich, but that many of the
cattlemen have overstocked the pasturage. Many of the cattle, they
have been brought up from
the Estancia valley.
1,

The stone worki on the new runway
that is being built by the road com
mission just north of the stock yards
on the. Santa. Fe trail has been com
pleted, and within a short time the en
tire job will be completed. The work
that is being done by the road commission on this part of the Santa Fe
trail in San Miguel county is some-thln- s
unecmalled In any part of the
conveyances, of
state, "people-oynlriany kind should..jnAKe a. top oyer qua
road and see the work. this justifies
the fact that money paid for road tax,
instead of having it worked out, is far
the better, method for all concerned.

ShOW.

.We will have a lot of strawberries for preserving next Friday at $1.25 a crate. Send your
order in now.

GROCER AND BAKER

WHAT IS IT?

will be demonstrated by the large aui,
dience that will attend.
This club' la composed of 2t young
men; all stn dents-- of law and patented
"fiiiedr entertainrnnt will
in mueio.
close with a burlesque, entitled! "In the
'
Grip of thet Law," and a ininetrel

is 10 pounds for
'
for $1.

'

Regular dance tonight at F.

B.

hall.

Adv.

and shoes made to order,
cripples fitted perfectly. Repairing.
I have
at 521
my shop
Sixth street and invite all my old
customers as well as new to call. Joe
Boots

Martin.

Adv.

The Spanish show aCtHe carnival
opened last night and enjoyed a big
business all evening. The people act
ing in this show were driven from
Mexico and during the performance

gave songs descriptive of conditions
in the southern republic. The entire
carnival was largely attended and no
doubt will enjoy an increased business this evening..
Eduardo Armijo and Matais Ortiz,
both of Santa Fe, were brought to
this city last night and placed in the
State Hospital for the Insane. They
were committed by Judge E. C. Abbott of Santa Fe yesterday. Armijo is
a printer and has a habit of continually muttering to himself, and although
harmless is not responsible. Ortiz is
a painter and a victim of alcoholism.
He suffers from religious delusions.
Two attaches of thi

Duncan opera

tihe

larity of thia kind of concert easily

flour for everything In
the pastry line. Saves time;
worry and money, but best of
all it Insure success in baking.
Call, at our store and ask for
The--

free sample. The regular price
45c, 25 pounds
''
.

Friendship club bakery saie May
wateh for further announcements

at

house, probably the last, and undoubtedly the best, Santa Fe concert of the
season will entertain Las Vegans
when the College of Law Glee Club of
Loa Angeles, Calif., will appear. This
will be tihe first glee club that has
come here this eeason and the popu-

Pike's Peak

fhan-house- r

St(Q rne? Store

COLLEGE OF LAW GLEE CLUB OF
LOS ANGELES TO BE HERE
SATURDAY EVENING

SOMETHING NEW

"The Cat's Paw," a tworeel
picture, featuring Flo Labadie.
"
Mutual theater tonight Adv.

have it in both GLASS BOTTLES and TIN CANS

V;,

.We

S

IN THE CITY

it in SMALL, MEDIUM'and LAGB glass bottles

'

also carry
THE LARGEST STOCK OF AUTOMO-- "
BILE TIRES, SUPPLIES AND ACCES-SOR.IE'"'

'

LAWYERS EXPECT TO

THE BEST IMPORTED IS

:

LIVERY eaid REPAIRING

1

When making your Salad, or on a Pbysiciao's Prescription?

.We have

AUT0M0BI

'

The Perils of Pauline

Olive Oil

1914.

sarnivaJ com

pany relieved the monotony of the af
ternoon by engaging In fisticuffs. IlaJ
not a more or less fair admirer of one
of the combatants unfairly butted into
the affray, sinking her beautiful white
teeth into the brawny arm of the as
sailant of her idol," tihe aforesaid aiid
hereinabove included, idol doubtless
would have been whipped. With the
fair amazon clinging to his arm at the
risk of her dental equipment, the victor was robbed of his triumph. 'He
got away, .however, ; without the loss
of more than a pound; of flesh. A liberal application of candy cotton to the
wound and a ride on the merry-go- round restored the wounded man to
his usual health. "

ALL' EEFAIEORK
'.GUARANTEED
,'

:

;

:

LET US GIVE YOU A TIRE TALK

LAS VEGAS MOTOR CAR CO.
o:

N

FORMERLY

LAHEJSAS FilO SAIES COOTY

v

:

;

' '

-;

Superintendent S. E. Busser of the
Santa Fe Reading rooms says the following about the glee club:.
'
"It is very rare indeed to .be able
to procure a combination like thist It
is well known: that the law department of a rafl;r8d:Jft an important factor in its success. - Especially is this
true in these days when the government is trying its hand at regulation,
and handicapping the proposition of
transportation at every point.
'IMen who know as little about rate
and methods of railroad operation aa
an infant knows of cows', or a South
African, Hottentot of American finance, have (been given authority Ik
law to control and practically operate
corporations whose governing heads
have been born and brought up in the
business, and 1y lhard work and honorable dealing have made transportation in the United States a crowning
success1.

"A boy at school defined a lawyer
as 'a man who kept you out of jail'
Aa it seem
now, we need lawyers to
keep railroads out of the poorhouse.
But a little singing on the subject will
do our employes good Just mow. I
deemed a farce put on by lawyers
would be very effective in these days
of Shakespeare's description, 'To be
or not to be; that's the question.' So
don't miss the Law Sohool club.
"S. E. BUSSER,
"Supt. Reading Rooms.
The seats will be reserved for the
railway folk on Thursday and Friday
and on Saturday will be open to the
general public.

em

Bor,

the. best,--

"thf market today see us.

or plain thread. Michelin tubes
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needed for the auto.
Miller

Non-Ski- n

Alt

W01K

DONE

AT OUR SHOP

GUARANTEED FOR ITS PERFECTKESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop
Just Received

b-

-

The New

h

Hoosier

i

"Whte Beauty"
The cabinet of 40 new
exclusive features.
The
Cabinet in a class by itself
The leading Kitchen Cabinet cf the world.
one price only
bo liberal terms

Sold at

FRED BliEFELD DEAD

See This New Cabin e

IN

GALESBiG,

ILL.

WAS MANAGER FOR LAS VEGAS
AGENCY OF CONTINENTAL
OIL COMPANY

t

TODAY.

Hoosier r
"White Beauty"

You will marvel

at its

Completeness.

Advertised in Leading Magazines

J. C. JOHNSEN & SON Local

Agents

Yesterday afternoon at 3:30o'clock
at GaJesburg, 111., Fred G. Brefeld,
manager t the Las Vegas agency of
the Continental Oil company and a
long-tim- e
resident of this city, died Monday in that place, the bringing of
following an illness that. ha (extended her ibody to this jsjtjha been delay
over the paigj w.oqfyeam. ;
Brefeld ed. It i not known how sooa Mr.
Hemler will be able to leave Denver,
was 49 years of .age.-;- t
Mr. Brefeld was born in Belmont, and until suc! tame no funeral sr
Germany, In 18C5 and at the age of 15 rangemente for Mrs. Hemler will be
left hi8 native land for America. He made.
n
drifted from state to tate and finally
CJKOJS G'.:01NDS
located in ttyis city about 30 years ago.
tJaca Are. and 6th St.
oer
'tor
Mr. Brefeld entered the employ of the
On the first day of May, the second
Santa Fe company as a bollermaker halt of the 1913 taxes will become
TRAVELOGUE OF JAPAU soon after his arrival here, hut due to due. All taxes not paid before June
poor health he was forced to change 1 will be subject to a penalty.
his vocation. He then entered the
ETJGENIO ROMERO.
AT DUNCAN TONIGHT employ of the Continental Oil com- .
County1 Treasurer.
bany and was tihe oldest employe of
that company In this state, having
DR. 0ACOB H. LANDAU WILL" GIVE been
employed' as manager here for
4t " fcf
BOUT SCHEDULED
AN INTERESTING
18 years.
LECTURE;
and
the
Montoya
Cordova,
popular
V
GOOD MUSIC
Mr. Brefeld ' was married In this
fight promoters, this afternoon anNovember 14, 1888, and besides nounced the
city
'
completion of arrange"From the Cradle to the Grave in bis wife he is survived
by three ments for the bout between Harry
Japan," Dr. Jacob H. Landau's travel daughters, . Mm Henrietta Brefeld of Reide of Denver and
Young Duran of
ogue, will be
tonight at the Dun this city and Mrs. W. E: McCrath and this city. The bout will be
staged on
can opera house. The details of the Mrs. Charles M. Cunningham, both of
the night of May 11 in the Duncan
evenings' 'entertainment have been Belen.
opera house.
it'''-"Mrs. Brefeld was. called to Galesburg
published several times, with the result that the ehas been a large demand several weeks ago when Mr. Brefeld
BANKERS AT HOT 8PRNGS
for seats. There is every indication was taken seriously ill, but of late
it, f
Hot Springs, Va., April 29. The
$1
that the Duncan opera house will be his condition had been improved to members of the executive council of
CeiLE
3
the lecrtent that It was thought he the American Bankers' Association aie
well filled.
Dr.. Landau, who is an entertaining could be removed to this city. Yesgathering here for their annual spring
wil illustrate his lecture terday, however, he was stricken by a session. The principal business of the
speaker,
k ...
8VI
itij V
with a large number of beautiful sudden sinking spell and did not surmeeting will be to disci!t,9 t'io pro"m ftmmm
"f Pint'-- '
i ......
the
stereopticon lantern slides. Musical vive. Death was due directly to heart gram and other arrangements
numbers wil be furnished by Simon trouble.
annual convention of the attswiation
Mrs. Brefeld will accompany the which
Baeharach, Mrs. Charles Kohn, Mrs.
is to bo held in Richmond next
F. L. Reiman and Miss Gladys McVay, body to (this city anT will arrive to- fall.
while Mrs. Landau and JTr. Frank Lan morrow night The funeral arrangedau will jjtvo 'a dramatic presentation ments have not been decided upon.
The republican state convention reJ. Randolph Anderson, president of
Drifted' Apart."
cently held in Oklahoma selected John
-- The opera house will he opened at
P;ie fo the fact that, S. F. Hemier Cuefor of Guthrie as Iho candidate to the Georgia senate, is a candidate for
7:35 o'clock, and the entertainment hats been seriously i!l In Denver s'noe succeed Tbcmius P. Core in the United the democratic Domination for
will begin promptly at 8:15 o'clock.
the deat.li of his wife, which occurred stale senate.
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CapiaK $lGO,GGQ;rp!us and jUjsiivid?d Frfifs, $25,000.

In every department of Banking We
are prepared to. give the best of service
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The Diamond- April's Eirlhslone

evapomted;tpunes

Symbolizes purity and is
supreme among precious
stones in its fascination
for mankind. See us before you buy
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